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FOREWORD
Technologl4 advances have permeated nearly every aspect of American life, simplifying
innumerable tfts and often lowering the costs to perform these tasks. As budgets continue
to tighten in school systems ani one-to-one teaching situations have become less feasible,

education has turned to technology in an attempt to find ways to maintain quality while
simultaneously reducing costs.

The teaching of driver education has been particularly Well suited to the use of technological
teachiny innovations, namely, simulators, multimedia systems, and range set-ups.

Simulators and ranges provide students with realistic behind-the-wheel experience at less
cost to taxpayers because both substantially increase the teacher-student ratio. Simulation
and multimedia systems deliver instant feedback through computerized consoles on each
student's progress and enhance the opportunities.for individual instruction.

The State Board of Education recognizes these three tiaching tools as.an important part of
providing comprehensive driver education. To further develop the use of these tools
throughout the state. the Ohio Department of Education, Division of School Finance,
Driver Education Section. has developed this curriculum guide with fund §. provided by the
Governor's Highway Safety Program. National Highway Traffic Safoy Aliministration.

Ohio's driver education program rePresents a major contribution toward the re4,.:ction of
injuries and fatalities on our nation's streets and highwayslt.is opt h6proYttrorefpie.. that this

guide will contribute even further to educating competentand CautiouS yclutig.drivers.
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PREFACE
The Ohio Traffic Safety Education Center (OTSEC), a project of The National Center for
Research in Vocational Education at The. Ohio State University, is funded by the Ohio
Department of Highway Safety and monitored by the Ohio Department of Education,
Division of School Finance, Driver Education Section. OTSEC was organized to provide
assistance to the citizens and state departments of Ohio in five basic functional areas:
research, development, service, education, and dissemination. These areas to a large
extent parallel the functional areas of the National Center.

Within the five areas, driver and traffic safety education projects at OTSEC have beeti broad
in scope. They have included such activities as developing driver education curricula for use
in public schools, publishing a traffic safety newsletter for distribution throughout the state.
developing a driver education information package for local school boards, organizing and
operating a driver and traffic safety information center, conducting workshops in motorcycle
safety and driver education for the handicapped. and many others.

The outcome of OTSEC's research, development, and education programs has been
heightened awareness of driver and traffic safety practices on the part of Ohio's citizens. By
furthering this awareness. OTSEC has made and will continue to make a positive impact on
traffic safety in Ohio.

Peg (,r-X

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for
Research in Vocational
Education
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Purpose

School administrators and staff are being encouraged to explore alternatives in educational

programs to find ways of reducing costs while maintaining quality instruction. Driver

education programs offer a variety of approaches to address this problem. These incluee

the unique modes of multimedia, simulation, and range. Schools should consider the

possibility of developing a multimedia, simulation, and range plan to enhance existing

programs.

This guide contains three instructional phases of the driver education program, each
displaying distinctive characteristics and contained in a separate section. The purpose of this

guide is to provide basic guidelines for the instructor and suggestions for supplemental

stuthmt activities. The instructor should become familiar with this guide as a whole and then

select those phases and lessons which best apply to his or her driver education program.



Points to COnsider

It is suggested that the driver education supervisor and staff consider the advantages and

disadvantages of each alternative approach to teaching driver education in order to arrive at

the most cost efficient decision. In making a determination of any alternative. conSider the

following factors:

1. Standards for driver education programs in the State of Ohio

2. Program budget

3. School size

4. Existing facilities and equipment

Further, driver education staff should investigate the availability of other funding for the

procurement of additional equipment.

It is important to point out that the Standards for Driver Education Programs established by

the Ohio state department of education must be considered when establishing a new phase

in the driver education program. Those standards which directly apply to the multimedia.

simulation. and multiple-car range phase of the program follow.

4



Standards

The Standards for Driver Education Programs1 in Ohio clearly state:

3301-81-02 Length of course

A. Each board of education shall make the standard high school driver education
cours,e available to all eligible students and school-age youth which shall consist of
ci minimum of sixty hours. A request for an exception to this section may be ap-
proved by the Ohio department of education.

The courses shall be as follows:

1 The standard sixty-hour course shall include thirty-six hours of classroom in-
struction and twenty-four hours ofAboratory instruction of which six, hours
shall be actual behind-the-wheel in*iktion.

2 The standard sixty-hour high school driver education course shall be a minimum
of four weeks duration.

The following also applies to the instruCtion and laboratory phases of driver
edw:ation:

I When a multimedia prograrnmed learning system is included as a phase of the
standard sixty-hour driver education course, it shall replace no more than twenty
hours of classroom instruction.

Special permission for multimedia programs shall be secured from the Ohio
department of education. When state-owned driving simulation and multimedia
equipment is leased to a school district, it shall be used a minimum of four hours
a day during the time s hool is in regular ;.'ssion.

When simulation is included as a phase of the standard sixty-hour driver educa
tion course. twelve hours of simulation may substitute for two hours of behind-
the wheel instruction, or observation time or classroom instruction

Multiple car off-street driving ranges may be used to substitute for a designated
number of hours of behind-the-wheel instruction. The number of hours of
substitution .shall be determined by the Ohio department of education and shall
depend upon the size and design of th:- range. Simulation and multimedia
systems may be used in conjunction with driving range facilities. Written ap-
proval from the Ohio department of education shall be required for the district
to establish and maintain a driving range.

When multiple car off-street driving range facilities are provided by the Ohio
department of education, they 'shall be used a minimum of four hours a day
during the time school is in regular session.

ISratidards for Druvr Edut atton Programs (Columbus, Oh;o: o Dv,t)urfrrivnt Educ atrorl, /Q77/
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4. A pupil may not be involved in more than four hours of in-car instruction of
which no more than two hours are behind-the-wheel instruction during pne
calendar day.

5. At no time shall a driver education teacher oi laboratory aide instructor conduct
behind-the-wheei instruction with fewer than two students in the car.

3301-81-04 Teacher and laboratory aide Instructors

A. Classroom teacher qualifications. Teacher qualifications shall apply to all teachers
providing classroom instruction under rule 3301-81-01 of the Administrative Code.
These qualifications do not apply to courses operated under Chapter 4508 of the
Revised Code or rule 3301-81-01 (ID) (3) of the Administrative Code.

1. Teachers providing classroom simulation, multimedia and/or range instruction
shall hold a provisional or higher grade certificate with driver education endorsed
on the certificate. This certificate shall be issued by the division of teacher
education and certification of the Ohio department of education pursuant tc rule
3301-21-13 of the Administrative Code.

2. Each driver education teacher shall meet the following criteria:

a. Have a minimum of five years driving experience.
h. Have a valid driver's license.
c. Have no felony convictions,
d. Have good physical health as evidenced by a health certificate signed by a

doctor of medicine, licensed in the state of Ohio. upon the request of the
board of education.
Teachers seeking certification under this section shall present evidence of
successful completion of six semester or nine quarter hours of college credit
in driver and traffic safety education.

Teachers meetuuJ the qualifications of (1) and (2) above are qualified to teach
all phases of the driver education curriculum.

Substitute teachers foi driver education must meet all qualifications of the
regular certified driver education teacher as prescribed in rule 3301-81-04 (A)
of the Administrative Code.

B. Laboratory aide instructor qualifications. In addi ion to the classroom driver educa-
tion teacher, a board of education may employ laboratory aide instructors to teach
the behind.the-wheel phase of driver education. The laboratory ;3ide instructor
shall meet the following criteria:

Have a high school diploma or a statement of high school equivalence issued by
the division of guidance and testing. Ohio department of education.

Have a minimum of five years driving expenence.

Hold a valid driver's licei

4. Have no felony convictions,



5. Have good physical health as evidenced by a health certificate signed by a
doctor of medicine in the state of Ohio within six months of the time of
application,

6. Complete a forty-hour driver education course prior to preemployment,

This preemployment course shall be conducted by an educational section, Ohio
department of education, and shall include methods of behind-the-wheel
instruction.

7. Complete eighty additional hours of inservice instruction during the first two
years of employment, fort; hours each year,

The eighty hours of inservice instruction shall be conducted by an educational
institution approved by the driver education section, Ohio department of educa-
tion, and shall include methods of behind-the-wheel instruction.

8. Hold an educational aide permit. valid for one year, issued upon evidence of
completion of the forty-hour inservice instruction requirement.

Individuals meeting the above criteria will be issued an educational aide permit.
This permit will be renewed upon written request from the superintendent of
the district employing the laboratory aide instructor_ The request shall include
evidence of completion of the required additional inservice training These
permits will be issued by the division of teacher education and certification, Ohio
department of education.

C. Section 4507.40 (J) and (K) of the Revised Code shall disqualify any driver
education teacher or any laboratory aide instructor from teaching any phase of the
course in driver education. In addition, prior to being judged qualified, and annually
thereafter, the Ohio department of education shall supply the names of all driver
education teachers to the motor vehicle licensing agency. and shall in return receive
the driving record of each person for evaluation to help determine their suitabihtv
to continue to serve as teachers of driver education.

D. No person shall he permitted to teach any phase of driver education within two
years from the date of a driving while intoxicated (DWI) conviction.

3301-81-07 Driver training vehicles

A. Cars provided for all behind-the-wheel instruction shall be in safe mechanical
condition, eel ipped with dual controls, instructor's inside mirror, seat belts for all
occupants, and outside rear view mirrors installed on the right and left sides of the
vehicles.

B. All vehicles used for driver education shall be so marked with a rooftop sign visible
at a distance of 300 feet.

C. All vehicles used for driver education shall be properly reyisteret on an inventory
form provided by the Ohio department of education.

D. Vehicles obtained or used in driver education shall be used exclusiv
purpose.

7 5
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E. Public boards of education are authorized to pay a service or lease charge for driver
education vehicles, in accordance with section 3313.201 of the Revised Code and
report such charge on form SF460.

3301-81-08 Tuition and fees

A. No public or nonpublic pupil shall be assessed a tuition charge at any time for
enrolling in a course in driver education provided by the public school.

B. A nominal laboratory fee. riot to exceed ten dollars, may be assessed for the
standard sixty-hour course.

3301-81-11 Purchase of liability insurance

For purposes of driver education courses, a board of education of any school distnct
may procure a policy or policies of insurance pursuant to section 3313.201 of the
Revised Code.

3301-81-15 Applicability of driver education rules

These rules apply solely to pupils enrolled in driver education courses which are reg
ulated and approved by the Ohio department of education. .1 hese rules do not pertain
to adult education classes.

3301-81-16 Compliance

Any school district not complying with all sections of these standards shall not receive
course approval for the driver education curriculum and shall not receive a driver
education subsidy payment.

16
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Parent and Community Involvement

inve.e parents to participate in an orientation program, possibly during an open house or
specially scheduled meeting. Parents who are made aware of the goals and objectives of the
total driver education program are generally more supportive of the program. This effort
can benefit your program and the school as a whole. It is important to be sure that such a
program is well planned. The community must see a quality program in action if it is

expected to support your program. A well developed parent-participation program can:

inform parents of the methods used by driver education teachers to educate their
children .

Instruct parents in their role and responsibilities during and after the driver education
course.

StreSS the parents' role and responsibilities after students are licensec?.

Update the parents Knowledge of safe driving practices and principles.

When planning a parent meeting consider:

Obtaining approval from the school administrator or proper authority:

involving both supervisors and driver education teachers in the preparation and
conduct of the program:

inviting parents to attend a me ling at the scho l Specify location, time, date, and
purpose:

Arranging for appropriate meeting facilities. considering room size. seating arrange
mei it. and clear directions and signs to the meeting room: and

Using instrL -tional aids: test and adjust all equipment before the Mectliig begins.

1 Film projectors

Magnet c board

3. Overhead projector

4, Simulator

5. Closed circuit television equipment

b. Projo:tion screens

7. Multimedia system

1 7
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In conducting the meeting:

Follow a definite time schedule. Start the meeting on time.

Explain the purpose and objectives of the driver education program.

Explain the parents' role in both the meeting and the total program.

Encourage parent participation.

Explain the national, state, and local traffic accident problems.

Display and explain the Bureau of Motor Vehicle licensing forms and procedures.

Introduce the other driver education instructors.

Follow the program.

Show your enthusiasm.

Parent-participat on programs, when well organized and carefully conducted, can benefit
our total driver education program. Parents can:

Suggest speakers for classroom instruction.

Support your program in the community.

Aid in the students' total learning process.

If you expect community support you will have to sell your program. Consider making
similar presentations to community and civic groups A similar format can he used
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The Present Multimedia System
In the multimedia system of today, students are exposed to a variety of situations and
become aware of the process of identifying. predicting. deciding, and executing a process
necessary for successful driving. Students are exposed to a process for systematically and
efficiently gathering information.. The students' role is basically one of processing
information and making decisions.

The mechanics of the multimedia system include a 16mm sound projector adapted with a
sensor. 35mm filmstrip projector, 35mm slide projector, tape cassette player, and
computer. The tape contains both the sound information to be presented and the input pre-
programmed signals which advance the filmstrip, a slide, or 16mm film. The computer
indexes the response of each student for each question into a digital computer or a printout
tape. It also may indicate the percent of correct answers

The multimedia system enhances instruction in the following ways:

Encourages full participation by each student,

Provkies feedback to the instructor on the progress of indiv dual students and the
class as a whole.

Identifies those students requiring special help.

Provides uniform quality instruction to all students,

Provides cGurse content compatible with current texts.

Helps students who have reading difficulties.

Exposes students to situations which caniiot otherwise be prov g .

emergency situations) . and

Creates laboratory experiences in the classroom by way of filmed sequences

Hie multimedia system also has the toll winq cipahilities

Adapts to the learning ability of the group.

Individualizes preprogrammed materials,

Takes role for the class.

Evaluates and validates materials.

Allows student participation.

Programs existing or new ma erials.

Extends the instructors' skills.

0..
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Tabulates questionnaires, and

Weighs responses to various questions.

Two prepackaged multimedia systems presently available are the "Multimedia Series" and
the "IPDE Response Series," both developed by Aetna Life and Casualty. They are
designed to supplement the basic driver education clawoom cucriculum. These multimedia
systems can help in the development of the attitudes and skills necessary for safe drivrr
performance and prcdictable driver bc.lavior. They include descriptions of the content,
objectives, presentation outlines, and suggested related activities.

Design of the Guide
This multimedia guide includes sixteen lessons and suggestions for developing your own
multimedia materials. Each lesson is designed to supplement the existing prepackaged
programs. Eacl, lesson is divided into two parts. The first part of each lesson lists
appropriate prepackaged multimedia programs and provides a statement of the tasks and
objectives to be accomplished.

The second part lists supplemental stud?nt activities. The purpose of this part is to
encourage and promote teacher creativity and to assist th ,...! teacher in meeting individual
needs of students in the classroom.

Each lesson includes:

Related Program (Multimedia Series and IPDE Series)

Task

Objective

Supplemental Student Activities

Aetna has developed lessons to accompany each film, and this guide is arranged to
complement those lessons. Suggestions are given to the instructor as to how the programs
can be correlated with the subject matter of the classroom phase (The activities may help
relate visuals to the classroom curr.culum and may be conducted either in or out of the
classroom). These programs can he used for large groups or for individual students.

14



Evaluation

The form of evaluation for each lesson will be influenced by the supplemental activities used
by the instructor. Evaluation may include:

Quiz

Unit test

Multimedia responses

Teacher evaluation of discussion

Teacher evaluation of reports

IPDE and Multimedia Program Titles
,The following is a list of the programs included in the two series developed by Aetna Life
and Casualty,

IPDE Response Series
Strategy for Driving
Identify and Predict
Isolate and Stabilize
Compromise and Separate
Principles of Passing
Joining and Leaving Traffic

Formations
Evaluating Expressway Dynamk:s
Reacting to Emergencies
Impediments to Vision and Control
Vehicle Roadway Interactions
Man-Machine Interactions
Understanding and Controlling

Driver Behavior
Personahty and Perception
Personal/Social Interactions
Drinking and Driving
Driver Responsibility
Interacting with Motorcycles
Getting Your Money's Wort
Putting It All Together

Multimedia Series
The Challenge of Traffic
Psychophysical Factors
Social Pressure
Attitudes and Emotions
Forces of Nature. I
Forces of Nature. II
Rules of the Road
Signs of Life
Getting Ready to Drive
Learning Basic Skills
Precise Maneuvers
City Driving
The Open Road
Defensive Driving
Driving Emergencies
Adverse Driving Conditions
The Responsible Driver
Missing Links

15



Suggested Progems Listed by Lesson Subject

In the Classroom

The various multimedia programs are categorized below by lesson subject br easy
integration into the classroom curriculum. The teacher should preview each program to
determine the proper placement of each into the schedule.

I. The Driving Task:
Strategy for Driving
The Challenge of Traffic

11. Physical and Psychological Factors:
Psychophysical Factors
Man-Machine Interactions

III. Emotions:
Attitudes and Emotions
Social Pressures
Understanding and Controlling Driver Behavior
Personal/Social Interactions
Personality and Perception

1V. Laws:
Rules of the Road
Signs of Life

V Car Orientation:
Getting Ready to Drive
Identify and Predict

VI Turns:
Learning Basic Skills
City Driving
Joining and Leaving Traffic Formations

VII Driving in Traffic:
City Driving
Defensive Driving
Isolate and Stabilize
Compromise and Separate

VIII. Highway and Expressway Driving (Including Passing):
Open Road
Defensive Driving
Joining and Leaving Traffic Formations
Principles of Passing
Evaluating Expressway Dynamics

16



IX. Backing and Parking:
Precise Maneuvers

X. Adverse Conditions.
Adverse Driving Conditions
Impediments to Vision and Control

Xl. Meeting an Emergency:
Drivmg Emergencies
Reacting to Emergencies

XII. Alcohol and Other Drugs:
Drinking and Driving

XIII. Motorcycles:
Interacting with Motorcycles

XIV Buying andinsuring:
Getting Your Money's Worth

XV. Natural Laws:
Forces of Na. II

Vehicle Roadwczy Interactions

XVI. Responsibility:
The Responsible Driver
Driver Responsibility



LESSON L The Driving Task

Related Programs

The Challenge of Traffic (Multimedia Series)
Strategy for Driving (IPDE Response Series)

Task

To increase students' awareness of the importance of good &Wing in a complex driving
environment thiough a detailed discussion and analysis of a typical traffic accident.

Objective

Students will:

1, List three main driving objectives for safe driving shared by most highway users.

2. Define the 1PDE strategy.

3 Demonstrate the correct 1PDE strategy in selected traffic scenes.

Supplemental Student Activities

Give a report on the probable events leading to an accident.

Observe and make notes of traffic conditions or driver errors which could result in
an accident

From report,' in the local newspaper. create an accident location spot map.

!Ill accident statistics. make cha s and graphs of accident facts and trends.

Photograph a traffic accident to show to the class Attempt to explain the factors
involved in the accident

Interview five experienced drivers. Ask them to name their reasons/objectives for
driving and the physical and mental abilities they think are most important to the
driving task. Write a brief essay comparing their answers.

As a passenger in a motor vehicle, list the various factors that affect the driver.

Apply the IPDE strategy when shown pictures of various traffic situations.

Discuss the topic "accidents do not just happen but are caused by a complex inter-
action of human and environmental factors.-

18



LESSON IL Physical and Psychological Factors

Related Programs

Psychophysical Factors (Multimedia Series)
Man-Machine Interactions (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To develop students' awareness of how one's senses and individual physical charac-
teristics are related to the driving task.

Objective

Students will:

1. List and define the perceptual and physical abilities needed in driving

2. Explain the relationships of perceptual and physical ability to the 1PDE strategy.

3 Evaluate their own perceptual and physical abilities using mechanical devices or
other methods available in the classroom.

4. Describe their own emotions and how these emotion's may influence their
driving.

Supplemental Student Activities

Rank the senses used in driving according to their importance to the driving task.

If !he school has visual testing equipment. test your vision.

Make visual testing equipment.

Report to the class on the v sion tests required for a driver license

Demonstrate how visual perception can be affected bv-rot6t . size. distance.lr
light, and darkness by showing various "optical illusion- type pictures or illustrat ons

Discuss how the following influence your driving:

Lateral field of vision Medication
Depth perception Other drugs
Glare AlcOhol
Hearing Fatigue
Temporary illness Personal limitations

Discuss methods of comptmating for visal problems such as depth perception

Discuss what adaptions can be maáe to aid the physically handicapp d in driving.
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LESSON III Emotions

Related Programs
'N\

Attitudes and Emotions (Multimedia Series)
Social Pressures (Multimedia Series)
Personality and Perception (IPDE Response Series)
Ilersonal/Social Interactions (IPDE Response Series)
Understanding and Controlling Driver Behavior (IPDE Response Series)

Task

To develop the students' understanding of -how emotions, such as anger, anxiety. and
other frustrations can be controlled so that driving is not impaired.

Objective

Students will:

1. List and explain three attitude states that control behavior.

2. Explain %Oat influences affect driving behavior.

3 Describe various emotionat problems and how they may influence driving
-

behavior.

Supplemental Student Activities

Role rlay different emotions which a driver might experience.

Make a list of statements that reflect Yin ifs and attitudes Predict the behavior that
could result from each attitude.

Describe the effect the following people may have on your driving behavior when
?hey are passengers in your car: (a) parent, (b) friend. (c) older brother or sister, (d)
younger brother or sister, (e) driver education teacher, (f) driver license examiner.

Have a panel discussion on the effects of attitudes on driving.

Write a n wspaper article discussing attitudes wh ch m y prevent or cause accidents.

Discuss attitude states which can control your behavior: explain how they control,

Have talks by local safety service dirctors or police.

Chart the penalties and fines in traffic court for one week.

:-
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LESSON IV: Laws

Related Programs
Rules of the Road (Multimedia Series)
Signs of Life (Multimedia Series)

Task
To increase students' understanding of the rules of the road and road signs, signals,
and pavement markings.

Objective

Students will:

1. Identify highway signs, co ors, shapes, and messages and explain what actions
drivers should take.

2. Identify several kinds of road markings and tell how they are intended to control
traffic.

3. Explain how speed selection and control affect safe driving performance.

4. Relate the motor vehicle laws of Ohio to the multimedia program.

Supplemental Student Activities

Use a location where a speed limit sign is posted. Based on the relationship between
speed and stopping clistance, defend the appropriateness of the established speed
limits. Use diagrams.

Recite the basic traffic rules,

Draw pictures of violators of the basic traffic rules.

Report traffic rule violations observed in ac ual c1nvng situations.

Analyze conflicts and similarities in state and local traffic regulations.

Identify the signs located on the route from school to your home.

Discuss the purpose of flashing lights and the rules regarding them.

Draw a straight and a curved two-lane road and a four-lane highway. Then diaw in
the following roadway markings in the appropriate places: (a) broken yellow lines.
(b) double solid yellow lines, (c) broken white lines. (d) broken yellow and solid
yellow lines, and (e) solid white lines. Explain what they mean..
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Discuss why you think drivers obey some signs and not others.

Discuss.the purpose of and rationale for the right-of-way.

Discuss speed as it relates to safe driving performance and control of the car,
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LESSON V: Car Dientation

Related Programs

Getting Ready to Drive (Multimedia Series)
Identify and Predict (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To provide practice in locating the gauges, instruments, switches, and controls in an
automobile and teach the functions of these components.

Objective

Students will:

1. Locate the common gauges, instruments, switches, and controls found in most
motor vehicles.

2. Explain the function of each of these gauges, switches, instruments, and controls.

Supplemental Student Activities

Draw a diagram of the instrument panel of the family car.

Explain the difference between automatic and standard transmission.

Examine a number of automobiles and compare the location of gauges, insiruments,
switches, and controls. Report your findings to the class.

In the family or driver education car, practice locating and glancing briefly at various
gauges, instruments, switches, and controls when another perfon calls out the name
of that part. Practice using the various controls and switches and discuss the function
of each. The engine should not be running during this exercise.
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LESSON VI: Turns

'Related Programs

Learning Basic Skills (Multimedia Series)
City Driving (Multimedia Series)
Joining and Leaving Traffic Formations (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To develop an understanding of the procedures used for making turns and to develop
techniques for minimizing conflicts with other traffic while turning.

Objective

Students will:

1. List the kinds of turns a driver can make.

2. Describe routine turning maneuvers in laboratory sessions.

3. Perform routine turning maneuvers in laboratory sessions.

4. List and explain the four basic principles of entering and exiting any traffic
formation.

Supplemental Student Activities

Draw a diagram which illustrates the proper procedures for making right turns and
left turns.

Discuss the pros and cons of the right turn onred law.

Explain what is meant by "looking through" the turn to be made.

Name two ways a driver can indicate to other drivers his or her intentions to turn at
an intersection.

Walk through the procedures for making a turn. Explain to the class what procedures
you are using as you move. Point out how the IPDE principles apply as you make a
turn.

Role play being in a traffic formation, Demonstrate the basic procedures for entering
and exiting traffic.
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LESSON VII Diving in Traffic

Related Programs

City Driving (Multimedia Series)
Defensive Driving (Multimedia Series)
Isolate and Stabilize (IPDE Response Series)
Compromise and Separate (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To develop an awareness of car positioning relative to lane usage, lane change, and
following other vehicles and to identify various elements which affect changes in car
position.

Objective

Students will:

1. Explain proper lane usage and lane position.

2. Identify potential hazards in a simulated traffic situation.

3. Explain how to establish and maintain a two-second following distance.

Supplemental Student ActiVities

Make a list of driving cues that will help make drivers more aware and selective in
their movements.

Describe some driving situations that make it difficult to maintain a time-and-space
cushion.

Explain why one should develop a routine for performing basic driving maneuvers.

Construct a chart showing the number of driving choices one has in (a) making
speed adjustments, (b) braking, (c) steering. and (d) signaling.

Diagram some traffic situations which could cause drivers to alter their driving path
between intersections and at intersections.

As a passenger, observe other drivers carefully. Study their reactions to various traffic
situations. Determine whether they use the 113DE technique.



LESSON VIM Highway and Expressway Driving
(Including Passing)

Related Programs

Open Road (Multimedia Series)
Defensive Driving (Multimedia Series)
Joining and Leaving Traffic Formations (IPDE Response Series)
Principles of Passing (IPDE Response Series)
Evaluating Expressway Dynamics (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To Provide students with the knowledge. skills, and attitudes necessary for sound
judgment and efficient performance while driving and passing on highways and
expressways.

Objective
Students will:

1. List the procedural steps for passing.

2. Identify five places where a driver should always predict possible threats to
passing.

3. List the steps for entering or exiting an expressway.

4. Explain the appropriate uses of the right-hand lane, center lane, and left-hand
lane.

5. Identify two ways to minimize conflicts with vehicles entering an expressway.

-s

Supplemental Student Activities

Diagram several unsafe passing maneuvers which could cause trouble for other
drivers.

Write a short essay describing the driving experiences that occured during a trip you
took. Include as many details as you can remember.

Describe some highway driving conditions that would make decision making difficult.

While driving with a family member or with a friend, think about possible off-road
escape routes you would take if your path were suddenly blocked. Then ask the
driver if he or she would agree with the possible escape routes you chose
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Select a section of a local roadway that seems to provide especially limited visibility.
Figure out how the roadway could be improved. Make a drawing or diagram to
show your solution.

Show several highway driving environments; discuss what steps the driver should
take to maintain safe driving in each case. Point out what decision should be made
in relation to passing. Explain the decisions.

Ride with experienced drivers and make notes about how they enter and exit the
expressway.

Interview a person who has been involved in an expressway collision. Try to find
out what driver, vehicie, and roadway f?ctors contributed to the crash. Prepare a
written report of the findings.

Invite a state highway patrol officer to the classroom to discuss the major errors
drivers make on expressways, especially those errors which have led to serious
problems.

Plan a trip across country. List the interstate routes that you would use.

Draw expressway traffic scenes and discuss the use of right-hand. left hand. and
center lanes. Point out what steps the driver should take when entering and exiting
an expressway.



LESSON IX Backing and Parking

Related Program

Precise Maneuvers (Multimedia Series)

Task
To provide students with the knowledge and skills to perform the following maneu-
vers: backing and parking (angle, parallel, and hill).

Objective

Students will:

1 List the steps necessary to accomplish'the following maneuvers:

a. Angle parking
b. Parallel parking
c. Hill parking
d. Backing

2. Demonstrate body position and steering direction used when bdcking and
parking.

Supplemental Student Activities

Observe other drivers performing the parking and backing maneuvers. List the steps
they took. Comment on the success or problems each driver experien,.ed.

Move model cars through the necessary steps for parking and backing

Demonstrate where one should look when backing straight. to Ow left, :)t ti) the right

Use a model car to demonstrate parallel. angle, and hill parking.

Name some places where parking is illegal.

Demonstrate the body and steering positions to be used when backing

t;
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LESSON X Adverse Conditions

Related Programs
Adverse Driving Conditions (Multimedia Series)
Impediments to Vision and Control (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To increase the students ability to identify adverse driving hazards.

Objective

Students will:

1. List four weather conditions that limit vision and vehicle control.

2. Explain the steps to take when the vehicle begins to skid.

3 Desenhe hazards related to various adverse driving conditions and hot), to plan
and prepare for these hazards in advance.

Supplemental Student Activities

Explain hydroplaning and the cause.

List factors that niav cause a car to skid.

Watch for critical driving situations. Observe the driver's response and note whether
you feel the response was appropriate for the situation. What preplanning and
preparation should have been done?

Explain why it is important to evaluate off-road conditions even when ti-.ere arc not
nmediati2 hazards ahead

Check a friend's or a family car. Is it equipped with a good spare tire. jacking equip
ment. jumper cables. and *a fire extinguisher? If any of these items are missing. ask

the car's owner why they are missing. Does the owner think they are unnecessary)

Discuss the relationship of visibility and traction to braking distance

Explain how to adjust braking distances to weather conditions. Why is it important?

Give examples of four different weather conditions which limit vision and vehicle
control



LESSON XI: Meeting an Emergency

Related Programs
Driving Emergencies (Multimedia Series)
Reacting to Emergencies (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To provide! ormat on about how to handle emergency situations.

Objective

Students

1. React appropriately to a driving emergency.

2. Identify some poss.ble routes for escape when a collision is imminent.

3. Describe four predriving procedures that will help a driver cope with emergency
situations

Identify measures to avoid getting into emergency situations

Supplemental Student Activities

Make a list of the steps to compensate for (a) tire blowout. (h) brake failenk.. (c) wet
brakes. and (d) wheels off the pavement

INplai!) lues to potential Just, problem" that could lead to involvement in kin

jt,T v

Investigate the statistics on weanng Si!athelts and report the findinqs to the class.

Find out how proper maintenance procedures can decrease the number of problems
which could lead to kin i'morqencv

While ridwg in a car evaluate what you .A.,.)uk.1 do at certain points it vou were f
with viirlotis emergency possibilities



LESSON XII: Alcohol and Other Drugs

Related Program

Drinking and Driving (IPDE Response Series)

Task
To reemphasize the resulting consequences of alcohol and other drugs usage on the
incidence of traffic accidents.

Objective

Students will:

1. Discuss how alcohol affects a person's physical and decision-making abilities.

2. Identify other types of drugs and predict their effect on behavior and driving
performance

3. ldent fy methods of combating the drinking-driving and drug abuse problem.

Supplemental Student Activities

Invite a local poke officer or other traffic official to talk to your class about drinking
and driving. Ask them what problems they encounter when trying to enforce laws
related to drinking and driving.

Ask several experienced drivers about what drugs other than alc,Thol they have
taken before or while dnving. Report your findings to your class.

Find out how police officers gather evidence about people they suspect of driving
while intoxicated

Discuss the common so-called, -remedies- for intoxication. How effective are they?

Explain why it is difficult for people who have been drinking to judge their own
driving abilities.

Collect newspaper articles on traffic acciden s and find out how many of them relate
to alcohol.

Have an expert on drugs speak to the class Ask the speaker how the affects of these
drugs would relate to driving.

Find out what the state laws are regarding driving while under the influence (DWI).

3,9
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LESSON XIII: Motorcycles

Related Program

interacting with Motorcycles (IPDE Response Series)

Task

To develop an understanding of the problems motorcycle riders experience when
nding in traffic.

Objective

Students will:

I Explain the difference between the maneuverability of the motorcycle and the
automobile.

List conditions which may cause motorcyclists to change their driving patterns.

State the rules for motorcychsts.

Supplemental Student Activities

Report on the rules and regulations that apply to operating motorcycles.

Interview new and experienced motorcyclists. Ask them to identify the problems
they have encountered with operating their motorcycles on the roads. Under what
conditunis tv.?uld they change their driving pattern"!'

Observe and report on motorcycling practices in your area.

Compare the different moto cycles

Interviev,, ten peopk! of different ages and deterrnuie their attitudes toward motor-
cyclists in traffic.

Identify two problems that a motorcyckt must con inually cope with when interacting
with other roadway users.

Ask a motorcycle dealer to visit the class and discuss the differences between the
maneuverability of motorcycles and automobiles on the road.
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LESSON XIV: Buying and Insuring

Related Program

Getting Your Money's Worth (IPDE Response Series)

Task

To provide students with .the knowledge necessary to make good decisions when
buying a new or used automobile and to choose appropriate insurance.

Objective

Students will:

1 List the two most important feetures in buying a car.

List at least five areas to check when buying a used car.

List and explain at least three different kinds of availeble automobile insui

Supplemental Student Activities

Gmtact a local insurance agent and find out the company's plan for automobile
ITISuroncc

Describe the protection provided by various !VP automobile insurance

Survey three insurance companies to find out the cost of insu ing a vehi( le of your
(1.101Ce.

Visit local TieW and used car dealerships. Practice the purchaHri techniques iq
tlk,;teki in the multimedia program Getting Your Money's Wcrth

Check the newspaper for the price of a used car. Compare that price with otl
-o )1.;
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LESSON XV: Natural Laws

Related Programs

Forces of Nature I & II (Multimedia Series)
Vehicle Roadway Interactions (1PDE Response Series

Task

To provide an understanding of the natural laws of gravity, friction, and centri-
fugal force and develop techniques for driving in accordance with these natural
laws.

Objective

Students will:

List and explain four natural forces that affect vehicle control.

2. Explain the relationship between speed aini stopping distance.

Stile how to adapt driving to corn* with tile natural laws

Supplemental Student Activities

DI aw (Ole ()T. MOW large schematic diagrams showing how th4., forCes of nature act
on a car In such situations these. (a) starting. (b) stopping. (c) rounding a curve.

driving downhill, (e) drivinq uphdl What :hould the dnver do in each situation')

pnri h,,w the effect of the force,, natuie hailge under diff -rent (

(JiVe.' sel:Cral eNATIllpiCs ()f speed /ones Dis LISS the Rd,tuoilship edn spk,ed and
,toppinq di,tance n 'ach zone
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LESSON XVI: . Responsibility

Related Programs

The Responsible Driver (Multimedia Series)
Driver Responsibility (IPDE Response Series)

Task

To learn what information is to be gathered or exchanged when involved in an accident.

Objective

Students will:

1. List and explain the information necessary to have in the event of an accident.

2. Explain civil and crir inal court actions.

:3 Discuss the legal responsibility of minors and their parents.

Supplemental Student Activities

Find Out what the possib e civil mid criminal court actions are in the state of Ohio
regarding accidents.

Ask an appropriate official to visit the t.ldS s Ind discuss the legal responsibility of
miliors and their parents

Role play all accident situation. Gather all the r'ck'ssary iiifnintiii ContInue on,
role play all the way throigh jail the hospitals. and courts.

Ask an emergen6y medical technician or a rescue squad member to speak to the
class about the kindS- of accidents they have been called to and what kind of first

aid treatment they can administer during an accident.
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Developing Your Own Multimedia Materials

Introduction

Many schools will not have access to the multimedia series which has been discussed in
Section 1 of the guide. Thus, the following section is devoted to methods which can be
used to create an audiovisual program. It covers:

Planning of materials

Audiovisual materials

Fundamental skills

photography
graphics
mounting
protecting the surface
recording sound

Producing your audiovisual matenals

slides and transparencies
filmstrip making
motion pictures

,lust as various instructional objectives require different kinds of learning, appropriate
instructional resources must be matched to the proposed tasks. For each concept taught.
consider a separate resource

Certain media best serve ceilain purposes In Sof Ile cases. availabk'
convenience. costs. and other factc.)rs mav determine the choice

The fohowing suggestio.ms for prepatation of audiovisuals have been adapted from Planning
(Ind PrL,ducing Audiouisual Materials by <Jerrold E. Kemp. 4th Edition. To be published in
10S0 ty I larper limy Publisher. Inc Reprinted by permission of the publishers

it S ieconnuended that those who develop their own multimedia mate ids consult this
14.,souice to, a inoie detailed explanation of the pr )C ed Ut es described

Planning of Materials

Identify what must be learned

I .ist VOW' objectives

Identify the charactens if.s of the learner o audience

Get help if needed

36
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Try a team approach.

1. Subject specialist

2. Communication specialist

3. Technical staff

Locate and examine materials already prepared.

Communicate with audiovisual specialists in school systems, universities. colleges,
or business and industry for suggestions.

Check the library.

Review what you have done.

Select the specific audiovisual materials.

Decide on which materials can best communicate the content of specific objectives.

When mAing decisions about your program, ask yourself such questions as these:

Whdt medium (media) should be used?

Is sound necessary or can a silent medium with titles, captions, and directions be
used?

Is motion important or can still pictures convey the ideas and information?

Is the program for individual or group use?

Is color importa It or is black-and-white satisfactory'?

Will it be necessary tc.) k ep materials up to date'?

MI, at tvpc of duplication, distribution. or storage will be needed?

Wdi budget and time permit a good job?

WIoat problems can be anticipated'?

Audiovisual Materials

A variety of audiovist.i.al materials may be applicable to a specific objective. The decision
about what to use may be based on your skills, equipment requirements. convenience, or
cost.

lote,graphic Prmt Series

These series may consist of drawings or photographs. in black-and white or in color.
Usually they are ev1argements from camera negatives. They may include captions
or directions. They may be used as a display or part of a programmed sequence.
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Slide Series

Slides are a form of projected audiovisual material and easy to prepare. Satisfactory
slides can be made, using a 35mm camera. Standard slides are two inches by two
inches and are easy to handle and store. Sequences can be changed and slides may
be selected from a number of series for special uses. There is one disadvantage,
however; slides may be placed out of order or misplaced. Numbering the slides is
recommended. A slide program can be controlled by the presenter or cued by a
tape. Small compact viewers are useful ior individualized instruction.

Filmstrips

35mm filmstrips are compact, easy to handle, and are relatively economical to
duplicate. They are, however, more difficult to prepare than slides. Usually enlarged
photographs, drawings, and titles are prepared and then photographed in sequence
with a suitable 35mm copy camera. Many commercial film laboratories will convert
the slides or transparencies into filmstrip form. An accompanying narration may be
in the form of captions filmed with the pictures. or a separate tape recording.

Tare Recordings

Recordings may be prepared for a group or for individuals. Care should be taken
that these recordings do not become mere oral textbooks. Correlation with visual
materials may be desired to accomplish the most effective instructional potential

Overhead Transparencies

The projector is used near the front of the room, with the instructor facing the group.
Progressively disclosing areas of a transparency and adding overlap films to a base
transparency are special features of this riiedia.

Motion Pictures

Motion.pictures. whether 8mm or 16mm, are the most complex and more costly of
the audiovisual materials. This medium should he considered when motion is

inherent in a subject or a dramatic impact is desired. Sometimes a brief film is suffi
cient. In the production of a motion pcture. someone experienced in making films
should be a member of the production staff.

Videotape Recordings

Television is a medium in which images are recorded electronically in black-and-
white or color on magnetic tape along with sound. The essential equipment includes
a television camera and microphone, a videotape or videocassette recorder, and a
television monitor to view what has been recorded. The immediacy of being able to
see what has just been recorded is a key feature that differentiates this type of
material from the other photographic forms. Both cameras and recorders are
compact and portable. A single person can move to any location and shoot tape
under almost any condition, using a single camera. The recorded tape then is edited
electronica1ly into final form.
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Fundamental Skills

Photography

The effectiveness of your visual materials is strengthened by the careful arrangement of
elements within each picture. The following guidelines are suggested:

Have only one major subject or center of interest in a scene.

Place the center of interest near to but not directly in the exact center of the picture
area.

Do not be static from one scene to another by shooting from the same relative
camera position or angle.

Keep the background simple.

Include some foreground detail to create an impression of depth.

If action or movement is implied in a picture. allow more space or picture area in
the direction of the action rather than awov from it.

Have the color of the center of interest contrast with the background and surrounding
objects This helps to prevent it from becoming lost in the picture.

Include some familiar object for compa son in the picture so that the size of

unknown obie Is is CICcit

Iry not to mix verti -al and horizontal photographs in a series.

Use coniruon sense. Ask yourself. "what am I trying to accomplish with this picture
Or scene'.)- If necessary. view the scene from two or three positions and mdke
pit:lures 11'0111 Ccidi for ftlffire st)14:01011S

Graphics

Thk, suck, css of many audioyisuals can he attributed to the quality and effectiveness of the
art work and related graphic materials. Even the amateur can achieve quahty equal to
professional products

Planning art work, consider

I Size of working area

2. Proportions of audkwisual n terials

3. Design and layout

4 Backgrounds

Resources that you can employ

7
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When using illustrations of subjects in addition to photographs, include original drawings or
copies of available pictures.

Using ready made pictures

Maintain a file of clipped pictures. At times, part of a picture or combined sections of two or
more pictures may be needed. Remember that such pictures may be copyrighted; you may
need the permission of the copyright holder.

Changing the size of the visual

There are a number of machines and hand techniques you might consider using to change
the size of available diagrams or illustrations:

1. An opaque projector can be used by placing the picture on the holder of
the projector and attaching a piece of papef to a wall. Adjust to the size
you desire. Trace the main lines of the projected picture with a pencil. Go
over the drawing with ink or felt pen.

2_ An overhead projector can be used to make an enlargement if a transpar
ency or slide of the original is available. The overhead projector can also be
used to reduce. Attach the original large diagram to the wall and aim a
flood light or slide projector at it. Sufficient light must be reflected from the
diagram through the lens of the projector to be visible on a white sheet of
paper placed on the projection stage. Move the lens up and down to focus
the image on the paper. Control-the size by moving the whole projector
closer to the wall or farther horn it. Sketch the visual over the image on the
sheet of paper

3 The squaring method of preparing a grid on the acetate or translucent
paper is used to change a picture size. Determine the size and detail in the
picture you want. Then make a second grid with squares proportionally
larger or smakr than the first one. Place the first grid over the picture and
copy the rehitive position of each line :.)nto a piece of translucent paper
placed over the second grid.

Mounting

Some methods of mountinq dre temporary. others are permaLent.

Rubber-cement method: This method requires no special equipment. It will accom
plish temporary or permanent mounting.

Dry-mount method (on cardboard): This method results in permanently and neatly
mounted materials. You will need dry mounting tissue, trimmer, cardboard backing.
hand iron or dry mounting press. and tacking iron metal weights.
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Materials needed:

1, picture and cardboard
2. iron
3. scissors
4. paper for protection
5. metal weight

Procedure:

1. Preheat both the picture and cardboard for ten seconds to remove moisture.

9 Adhere the dry-mount tissue to the back of the picture by touching the
tissue directly with the iron. Always protect the table top with paper.

3. Trim the picture and the tissue together on all sides.

4. Align picture on cardboard.

5. Tack the tissue to the cardboard in two corners.

6. Cover the picture with a clean sheet of thin paper. Seal the picture to the
cardboard with hard pressure for five to ten seconds. With the hand iron.
maintain a slow circular motion.

7. Cool the mounted picture under a metal weight.

Dry-mount method (on cloth): This is used when visuals require a pliable backing.
A dry-mount cloth can tv adhered to the back of the materials to give them durability
and still maintain flexibility.

Materials needed:

dry-mount press or iron
2. chart or picture
3. cloth
4. paper
5. scissors

PM(' cd1

1. Set the dry-mount press at 255 degrees, the tacking iron at medium, and
the hand iron at rayon.

2. Dry the chart in the press or with the hand iron.

3. Place the chart face down on a sheet of clean paper.

4. Cover the hack of the chart with sufficient cloth. Place the adhesive coating
against the back of the chart.
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5. Tack the chart to the cloth in one large spot.

6. Cut the cloth to match edges of chart or leave excess cloth all around for a
cloth margin. Plan for two or three inches of extra eyelets.

7. Cover the chart with paper and seal in the dry-mount press or with the hand
iron. Apply heat to each section for at least five seconds. Cool under a
weight.

8. Check for bubbles or wrinkles. Iron or press again as necessary.

Protecting the Surface

A clean plastic spray or, preferably, a sealing of a clear plastic laminating film may be
applied over the face of the picture to protect the surface.

Materials needed:

1, dry-mount press or iron
2, picture
3. cardboard for protection
4. laminating film
5. scissors
6. paper
7. metal weight

Procedure:

1. Set dry-mount press at 270 degrees or the tacking iron on high.

2. Dry the mounted picture in the press for 10 seconds.

3. Extra pressure is required for laminating. Put a piece of heavy ca c. board .,r
masonite on the rubber pad,of the press.

4. Cut a piece of laminating film to cover the entire mount surface

Tack the film to the mount in one spot with a piece of paper and place
between the film and the tacking iron,

6. Trim excess film so none overhangs the mount edge

7. Smooth the film over the mount. Cover it with a sheet of paper. Seal the
assembly in the process for at least 15 seconds,

S. Cool under a metal weight.

Some machines will do the laminating process only. Others a-fe multipurpose The need for
such equipment is an individual decision.

511
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Recording Sound

Recordings May be used in conjunction with the visuals. These may be on a reel of tape, a
tape cassette, or on motion picture film.

Narration and script

Choose one or more persons who speak clearly and who can read the script in a
conversational tone with proper feeling and expression. Mark the script to indicate
points of emphasis and pauses.

Music and sound effects

Do not let music interfere with the message. Select musical recordings carefully. The
purpose of music is to create a desirable mood and maintain continuity.

Recording procedure

Three people are needed to make a recording: the narrator, a cue giver (someone
familiar with the timing of the narration in relation to the pictures). and a person to
operate the recorder or projector.

During recording. it is possible to include music, sound effects, a low tone, a brief
buzz signal, or tap to indicate slide or film changes. The best source for a controlled
tone or signal is an electric audio -sync" generator.

Tape editing

After the recording is completed, tape editing may be necessary to remove slight
imperfections. rearrange elements into a more cogent order, add tape for length
ening pauses or even to substitute a corrected bit of narration.

Pi ( It- edUt

1 Listen to the recorded tape and use the index counter on the re ( 1,1 to
note location of spots.

2. Replay the tape and stop at the first spot.

3. Pinpoint the spot to be edited by moving the tape manually hack and font
across the play hack head.

4. Carefully mark cutting points on the base or shiny side of the tap,. Use a
fine tipped felt pen or a china-marking pencil.

Cut the tape: remove the felt pen or grease-pencil marks, then splice the
ends kl.lgether or add tape as necessary.

Repeat the same procedure at the next editing spot

k.5.1
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Tape s ) ; -mg

Most of the tape splicing units are used as follows:

1. Set one piece of tape, with shiny (base) side up, firmly in the splicing
channel so it just passes the cutting groove.

2. From the other side do the same with the second piece of tape.

3. Draw the razor blade across the 45 degree cutting groove to cut both pieces
of tape at the same time. Remove the waste end of tape.

4 Cover the cut with a one inch piece of splicing tape.

5. Rub firmly with a fingernail or nonmetaflic burnisher.

6. Draw the blade along both edges of the splicing channel to trim any excess
splicing tape extending beyond the edges of the magnetic tape

7. Examine the splicing for strength.

If vou do not have a splicing unit, follow this procedure:

1. Line up the tape ends. shiny side- up and overlapping, then cut through
both tapes at a 45 degree angle.

2 Butt toe cut exactly together.

3 Cover the cut with splicing tape.

Producing Your Audiovisual Materials

Slides and Transparencies

I U 1)1-C17(.1111y chillt 3 lUd st er, transparcni ()I

I Soak film and paper in a container of water for a Jut one minute Add
Seal Tonic to water Film will have a tendency to curl. This is natural. it will
uncurl during the soaking period.

2 Gently peel paper from film. Flick back one corner to help release the
paper. If peeling is difficult, return paper and film to the water for additional
soaking.
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3. Return transparency film to the water and gently wash off clay residue from
transfer slide (dull side) with cotton or soft tissue. Blot transparency dry
with paper towels or hang to dry. When dry, dull side will have an "ashy"
appearance.

4. Spray dull side of film with clear plastic spray. This will make the image on
the film more transparent and will provide a protective coating for the
transfer side. Hold spray can about 10 inches above the film and spray
back and forth to apply an even coat of plastic.

5. Mount for viewing.

Picture-transfer self-sealing acetate

Transparencies in full color can be made with self-sealing acetate. This type of
acetate is transparent and has a pressure-sensitive adhesive on one side. Printed
matter and visuals on clay-coated paper, combined with self-sealing acetate, can be
processed to produce quality transparencies for projection or viewing as follows:

1. Carefully remc. e desired page from magazine after it has been g ven the

"clay test."

2. Cut acetate slightly larger than visual to be transferred. Peel glassin
paper from acetate by first flicking back one of the corners. This will help
release the paper and allow for easy peeling.

3. Attach sticky side of acetate to face of visual. Look through the acetate to
position accurately on the visual. Make first contact at center.

4. Turn printed page over and rub the entire surface with the flat side of a
comb or similar item held at an angle. Use heavy, even strokes. Place a
protective sheet of paper on top to prevent damage to visual during
rubbing.

5. Soak in container of water for about 10 minutes. A tablespoon of liquid
soap will help speed up the soaking time. Thicker paper will require addi-
tional soaking time.

h. Gently peel paper from acetate. Flick back one corner to help release the
paper. If peeling is difficult, return paper and acetate to water for additional
soaking.

7 Return transparency to the water and gently wash off clay residue from
transfer side with cotton or soft tissue. Blot transparency with paper towel
or hang to dry. When dry, dull side will have an ashen appearance.

S. Spray dull side of transparency with clear plastic spray. This will apply a
protective coaling and will make the image more transparent.

Mount for project on or viewing.
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Mounting transparencies

Mounting protects transparencies and makes them easier to handle. Tape a trans-
parency to the underside of the frame. Use masking or plastic tape rather than
cellophane tape for binding. If the transparency consists of a base and overlays,
tape the base to the underside of the mount as usual, and the overlays to the face.
Be sure the overlays match up with the base and each other. Then fasten each
overlay with a tape along one edge of the cardboard frame. After mounting
overlays, attach small Llbs of masking tape or adhesive-back labels on those loose
upper corners of each overlay. Number them to indicate the order to use. These
labels are easy to grasp when overlays are to be set in place over the base.

Using overhead transparencies

Use a pointer on the transparency to direct attention to detail.

Use a felt pen or special pencil to add details or emphasis.

Move overlay sheets to rearrange elements of a diagram or a problem.

Control the rate of pre.enting i orrnation by covering a transparency with paper
and exposing it in part as you are ready to discuss each point.

Superimpose additional transparent sheets.

Simulate moticm by using polarized light on special plastic with a polaroid spinner.

Show three dimensional objects from the stage of the projector- in silhouettes if
the object is opaque or in color if an objed is made of transparent color plastic.

Duplicate lin du class

Simultaneously project other visual materials (slides or motion pictures) which
illustrate or apply the geiwralizations ,hown on a transparency.

Involve students by requirin an,Avers to questions or solutions to problems,

t. J.SH rq thk' overhead projector.

Scime T c.lated materials which can be used with the projector follow.

An acetate roll can be attached to the projector, This sheet can be rolled across
to the top of the projector. Material can be written on the acetate. the acetate
rolled to a clean area and written on again. To refer to past mwerial, roll acetate
back

Overlays can be made by taping tm.. thlee. or four transparencies together hinge
fashion. The original transparency is presewed first: overlays add additional
deir.sils. All transparencies may be presented together and detalls eliminated by
folding hock overlays
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A sheet of clear acetate mounted on the topside of the transparency frame will
protect ,your transparency and allow you to add details for temporary use.

Opaque overlays may be used to .cover part of a transparency. The overlay may
be x sheet of paper, a narrow strip to mark or cover lines, or a cut-out to reveal a
single word.

Lightboard and stylus are used orr the stage of the projector- and erased like
a magic slate.

A motion adaptor can be attached to the arm of the projector. It must be used
with specially prepared materials. The transparencies appear to move.

h,inds of Film:

Re-used X-ray film
3M film for use in thermal copying machines
Mylar (Dupont) acetate sheets
Clear Plastic sheeting of .004 thickness, used by builders for waterproof
seal. lt accepts peri*ment markers and may be typed on.

_kinds uf writing tools for use directly on transparencies:

1 grease pencil

'2 telt peTi

permanent ink !narking pen

)1( )1.4'd

-ol p\A d k.T or en

Filmstrip Making

Sketch your idcas on a planning sheet

2 CLit approptiate amount of film (1 foori 17 frame$)

Place films on planning guide and f'cure with pi !Is'

Tralls;fer your ideas from the planning sheet to film. Use 'lots ot coi(J
Apply background color with a permanent ink pen: allow ink to dry about
one-half minute. Then you can write or draw over the color ;Alith

permanent or erasable inks. Leave four frames for the leader.
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Motion Picture

Types of camera shots

There are three tgisic types of shots: the long shot, the medium shot, and the close,
up. The long stiat gives a general view of the setting and the subject. The medium
shot allows a closer view of the subject, eliminating unnecessary background and
other details. The close-up concentrates on the subject or on a part of it. excluding
everything else frorn

Variety, emphasis, and dramatic effect can be accomplitihed through the use of
camera angles. A high,angle shot gives the illusion of reducing the size of the subject
and slowing its motion. A low-angle shot seems to exaggerate height and speed up
movement. In most filming, the camera is in the position of the eyes of an observer.
this is objective camera position. Often the camera is put in the position of the
subject's eyes and records the performance of an operation or the behavior of an
object as the subject sees it; this is subjective camera position. In this instance, the
cameraman shoots over the subject's shoulder.

There is a variety of filming shots at your disposal Remeniber

l)se a variety of Shots purposefully

Change anqle klween shots of the same subject

Shoot scenes slightly longer thin actually needed. the extra frames will be he ul

when editing.

Ilse graph paper benoath transparencies to InsC e straight II

I .ettermg may be added to transparenc -s by using adhesive letters or pressure
tralisfer letter-,

Add -c.)1or to tionsparencies with col()r adhesive (:olc. )i.11g in large areas with
felt pens usually not satisfactory.

Add interest to pr nted acetates by adding strips or diagonal (.7olored areas with
Thi,, ot d letii,1:c) and must be taped to edges of transparency or

to the frame

,;;;;
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Iritroduction

This guide deals with the driving simulation phase of driver education. It is designed to be
used in conjunction with the printed'materials which accompany the simulation equipment.

This guide supplements those printed materials and provides added learning, perceptual,
and skill development activities. As the teacher, you are encouraged to do more than show
films. Get involved with the learning situation. The intention is to integrate the simulation

phase with the classroom and behind-the.wheel phases of the driver education program, to

make the best learning environment possible for the students.

Definitiort What Is the Driving Simulator?'
'The driving simulator is a laboratory device designed to assist the student driver in
acquiring the necessary procedural. perceptual. judgmental. and decision-making skills for

safe driving: analogous in purpose to a Link trainer used to :each airline pilots.

The driving simulator mode is an instructional method in the laboratory phase of driver

education which provides group student learning experiences which, in turn, permit

individuals to operate vehicle controls in response to filmed traffic scenes that include
emergency driving situations. A combination of audiovisual packages and electromechan-
ical equipment provides for student responses and evaluation ilertaining to basic operating
procedures and to perceptual. judgmental, and decision, making performances.-

--Saietv f ducx;on 1)4-1,4nar,, jcrrT, kLt t C Ar!It'r't )r.'t.'t (Ind tti fti, idt 1')7g)i \A II))
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Simulation: Advantages and Disadvantages

, Advantages

1. Provides practice under simulated adverse conditions.

2. Provides a wider range of driving environments.

3. 'educes time in the car for famihatization with the vehicle.

4. Leaas to more dynamic instruction.

5. Provides the Arne exposure for all students.

6. Reduces per-student cost.

7. Introduces emergency driving techniques.

8. Strengthens viuial perceptual development.

9. Enables the school to schedule greater number of students simultaneously.

10. Provides explanation and experiences that reinforce and exp3nd those provided in
other areas of the driver education program.

11. Aids in the development of good driving attitude by demonstrating safe, courteous
driving practices.

12. Allows the student to respond appropriately to the situation that confronts him or her
on the screen.

13. Provides practice in starting. stopping. lane changing.

14. Requires students to make their own decisions.

15. Provides the students with the information to correct improper decisions while the
situation still confronts them.

it). Reduces the overall use of gasoline in the laboratory phase by reducing in-car hours.

17 Develops habits of anticipation and response to potential hazard.

IS. Helps make on-street driving more meaningful.

Disadvantages

I. Initial cost is high.

2. Instructor could become a mere projectionist,

3. Mechanical equipment may break down.

4. Little kinesthetic learning.

5. Lack of realism limits learning.
Difficulty in supervising a number of students at one time.

7. Limited use of other teaching methods to enhance learning.

S. Tendency to overestimate skill developmen' !s Opposed to the primary objective of
simulator system use, the development of perceptual and visual skill.
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Purpose of the Simulator

The driving simulator can

Provide explanations and experiences thatAvill reinforce and expand on those provided
in other phases of the driver education program.

Provide students with a greater variety of learning experiences.

Provide learning opportunities In a nonthreatening env ronment through a developmental
learning sequence.

Develop basic visual habits.

Develop visual perceptual abilities.

Provide necessary sensory input for future judgment and decision making.

Enhance knowledge and information required for safe operation of a motor vehicle .

Develop appropriate behavioral response patterns to potentially hazardous situations.

Provide more driving experience per hour of supervision.

Enhance instruction it does not replace the teacher or diminish his or her role.

Aid in developing a good driving attitude by demonstrating safe courteous driving prac-
tices and by teaching students to respond to the situation in their simulators in a proper
manner

Provide practice in performing procedures such as starting, stopping. lane changing,
passing. hand-over-hand steennq.

Develop the understanding, judgment, and skill necessary to exc:cute basic driving
maneuvers safely and efficiently within typical Lathe situations.

Develop quick and accurate responses needed when faced with sudden unpredictable
hazards

Evaluate student growth and development in the skills. udgnient. and attitudes required
for safe, efficient driving.



Using the Driving Simulator with Handicapped Students

The simulator can be used to evaluate the needs of those students with special driving
problems. It can aid in he instruction of the mentally handicapped by providing students
with safe, controlled practice on development of perceptual andlibasic skills. Care muslibe
taken, however, to quickly correct any errors made. If these errors are allowed to become a
part of the practice it will be extremely difficult to break,the student of these habits later.

For physically handicapped students, the simulator can be an extremely valuable tool in
teaching these students to drive. Students can become familiar with the equipment and its
operation. Simulation also provides the opportunity to develop perceptual and basic
manipulative skills. In addition, evaluation can be made of the kinds of adaptive equipment
needed for these students.

Teachers and parents (). handicapped students can assess the car ibilities of these students
as they relate to the actual driving task. They can observe the students' responses to the
varied situations which the simulator films present

The' Ohio Department of Education's guide on teaching the handicapped to drive gives
sug,..stions which can be applied to the simulator phase of the driver education program.

r the, ,iivkiu opped (Mk) OcikirlThcr7f ()!
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Establishing a Simulation Program

When considering the establishment of a simulation program to be offered at your school,
remember to consider the following:

Standards for driver education programs in the State of Ohit'D

Program budget

School size

Teacher availability

Facilit es and equipment

In making the decision to prov de a simulation program. the following are suggested:

1 Know the types of fac lities

Classroom: The simulator is installed in the (IStirot m. This is the ideal set-up
and requires a classroom.

Portable classroorr

Trailer or mob le ciasstoom: Several scho k can use this type .

Mobilab: It is similar to a bus, can be driven from one school to another, is self
contained and has its own generating plant to provide heat and air conditioning.

Know the methods of purchase

Competitive hids

Lease purchase: Ihe school pays the company for a number of ye irs (usually
five) for the use of the equipment. At the end of the time period the equipment
is paid for and belongs to the school.

Lease: Individual lease ar ngements are made foi the use of the equipment

Visit various ,ypes of programs and discuss each sim lation program with cidmin
istrators. teachers. and students

4 Work out a variety of schedules; include additional areas SUCh as adult or special
education programs.

5. Have companies prepare a cost analysis.

Prepare a list of specifications. including a penalty clause for late installations

7 Be aware of the different k nds of maintenance arrangements offered by each
company.
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Moving the Simulator Trailer

Some of the problems of moving the simulator trailer unit can be eliminated if the following
hints are taken into consideration. The first time a trailer is moved or if it is to be moved
infrequently, consider using a professional moving company. Choosing one that has
experience with moving house trailers can alleviate many problems. The company will be
familiar with city and state laws which pertain to the move, as well as with necessary permits
and licenses. It may be difficult to position the trailer on the selected site. Having
professionals conduct the initial move may make future moves easier.

If you choose to move the trailer yourself, think about the following:

Use a school bus wrecker, if possible.

Check laws, regulations, permits, and licensing related to transporting vehicles of
this type.

Check for any oversize load s gns, flags, or orange flashers that mav be needed

Secure all inside equipment:

a. Projectors (seatbelt around then,)

Control panel

c. Chairs or loose items

d. Clocks

0. Screen

f

lkrn off the main circuit breaker in the building anti simulator bef()re cionnectinq

If thew is a pole support for the elcoric cord remove and secure inside trailer.

When installing the trailer again, consider:

Path of travel for the students

Power source (1 ossible co bination with shop areas)

Surface (a hard surface is best)

T cks (They may permanently mark new blacktop.)

Fire marshalls (Consult the fire marshal] before installation )

Electrician (Contact an electrician if a new hookup is needed.)
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Railroad ties one foot long (Use these under jacks and the hydraulic jack, if needed.)

Steps to the simulator (Secure these properly.)

Placement of jacks

There is a variety of colisiderations that are thought of as common sense when moving the
trailer. Many of these can only be learned by experience. However, it would be to your
advantage to contact others who have performed the move themselves in order to gain
some helpful tips.



Preventive Maintenance

A preventive maintenance or service contract may be obtained from the manufacturer of
the simulator However, consider these alternatives which may be more economical or
feasible wh(;1 establishing a preventive maintenance program.

1. Request bids from simulator service companies and accept the lowest and most
responsible bid.

2. Include a regular maintenance program in the purchase agreement. A maintenance
person would check the installation periodically.

Make arrangements with the company to acquire its services as needed rather than
on a regular basis.

4. Enroll a school electrician in d simulator maintenance course provided by the
company.

et ensure proper care of the simulator. the instructor can-

1 keep a record of all problems f(n the regular maintenance man.

Be sure equipnwnt is not misused by instru tors (n students.

Lstablish cleaning arrangements with the custodial staff

Determine preventive maintenance services th tt the instructor can handle

pre eid lumim iq maintenance check

with fire requi,II:un!, (fire extwsher.

cdre of tile pt1) '(.1

1. cl yearly check and cleaning.

Keep the back gate clear by brushii
will keep the dust and dirt from scr-

:i Keep the lens clean

)1.1i.' 1-10 \A: to replace both the prOjector both and the exciter !,Inip. I lave spdre bulbs
on hand dt tunes

It at the Old of each day, ,t small paintbrush
ching the film

5 If possible arrange for a spare protector in mothing should happen to the
re,..4ular projector.

Keep a record of pnnector performanc e and IndIntendnee needs tor reference
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To use the projector and take proper care of film:

1. Know how to thread film properly.

Use tape to attach film to reel.

Clean the film and rejuvenate the emulsion at least once a year.

4. Clean the film after using each day by rewinding through a film cleaning cloth.

5. Be sure the film is rewound tightly.

0 Never leave the film threaded in the projector for any length of time.

7. Have the simulation film repaired only by someone who knows how.

S. Store film in a dustfree cabinet when not in Use.



Role of the Teacher in Simulation

The success of a &ving simulation program lies with the teacher. The teacher's knowledge
anti understanding and attitude toward simulation win in a large measure determine the
value of a program. With a comprehensive background in simulation, the teacher should
understand the learning theory anri he prepared to use,those methods and techniques
which best meet the needs of the students an the pr9gfirr

A good simulator instructor will:

Demcnistrate a positive belief in simulation.

2 Recognize that the simulator is an aid toAL'?aching. not a replacement for teaching.

t Indertali; comprehensive advance lesion preparation.

Plan and organ e lessons to related course objectives.

t)

Ilse innovative resources and materials in order to broaden the scope of basic
instruction.

Evaluate onit,e obiectives and standards on a continuous basis. The results can be
1.1st'd ON el basis foi improving instructi.)n.

Instructing with the Driving Simulator

I.:Apclimk.,,T with various presentations in order to develop the methud that best
tind Onilance,; learning for the student

' it) ,tiggestit ills tut I{&!\ ('Ii j))I It ti presentation

Kt1( 0. 111Ci t'cit Ii fii t suggested that the teacher drive through the
tr i ih i qiqhk; familiar with its content

kiit,.k the equipment Be familiar with the teacher's Misok' and the various ways it
mak; offecnveiv Be faindiar -tvith the sconng systeni projectors. and
preventive 171(111thindlICt! pi ocean es

11-Arts)ciu the simulator This can be accomplished in the classroom
pt Siln',;:atar Unit .. will not he dlstraction Administration and class organization
are the areas wh ch might be best coveied at this time.

;1i5C,;5-,;(,)1'is. Each film should be intiodaced with an kAplanation of its content.
During a fdm some discussion may be appropriate. Stop only at the end of mator

)1; fin.) With a dim-u,,,Ion

(41
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Drill This may be helpful in developing students' habits. Demonstration drills can be
used. A teacher or a student demonstrates a procedure and the students follow the
directionST-

Maik films or film reels. Mark these so that they may be used in their entirety or in
part.

Use a flashlight pointer. A flashlight pointer can be used to identify key situations or
areas on the screen.

stop the film Do this to clarify a problem area but do nOroverdo it.

Show the film. Show the film twice, allowing for discussion at different points.

Use still frames. This differs slightly from the stop-film aciion in that a particular
scene is "frozen" on the screen so than/he teacher may expand verbally on a partic-
ular concept. principle, or point needing emphasis.

Use film loops. Make film loops from old simulator films and use repeatedly for
additional practice.

Make verbal comments. Comment to direct attention to certain points However.
discretion should be used: talking at the wrong time can be distracting and cause a
qudent to respond incorrectly to an on-screkn situation.

I din ()ft sound Allow the studen:s to drive through the film whi'.. the somid
',wiled off This forces the students to follow the film without verbal dire( tk on

I. filmstrips or slides Use these to illustrate difficult concepts. They may t),., used
i,chire, during, or after a film lesson presentation.

Us,' stri-vplemental films. Be careful tc.) select only those films which are compatible
the lesson content and objectives

Move about the room. (...irculate d111011 111C Sifidt'lltti Identifl; tit( )sc, who are
liavinq problems.

t.jse comme nary' driving. Students can be ask ec! to state their thoughts ()tally as
they drive through the film.

I dii tlscossions with your peers. Discuss your ideas an(: plans with expenence;
,,inii,;atiun teachers.



Suggestions for Effective Teaching

The following suggestions can aid in providing an effective learning situation. Althopgh
many arc obvious to most teachers. you might wish to check off those that you use.. If you
find that ;oir are not using all of them. then ask yourself why not.

Clarify what you want to teach first. Make your objectives clear.

Be pre ) ed: know your subject; be enthusiastic: believe _in what you teach.

3 Organize materials in a nwaningful way.

4 Integrate the materials into other courses in the school. into co-Curricular activities.
and into student activities at home and in the community,

Emphasize the positive aspects of driver education.

Plan carefully and continuously in order to make the best use of time and available
facilities

liave clearly in mind the objec Yes for each presentation. Develop a plan to assure
41e h 1eVe 1-11 11 t of objectives.

S. Use a v rietv of techniciues: plan and select carefully.

10

Lni ach presentation with the obiective üf getting n xinium student participation.

Encouray., oroup discussion and questions .

the idea. )resented each period l'he h unlcin 111111d C4-111 .w.-asp hut a few things

at a time

12 Guard aqaiii,,t chronic widerest iates of the time req d for students grasp a
given topic.

Tea( h students how to find answers

Make the prese»tation fit the length of the class penods

Mdt..' SUR' the weitenal presenied is clew
of the SVIItics as.pnssible.

and ding to a. 11)4 11l;

lb Support lectures by use of the blackboarci, ..ani ielboard. prowtors. tape records.
and other visual aids Remember that iust showing a picture is not enough.

17 Use stories or exampks that are witlin the experiences of students to support
generalized statements,
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18. Use resource persons with special competencies to enhance presentations.

19. Employ varioas ways Of evaluating the progress of ,each student, both in group
practices and indMdual situations.

20. Encourage students to use what has been learned in order to insure retention and
transfer of learning.

21. Be friendly and respect students as persons.

22 Consider individual differences.

23. Limit ale time spent on sharing your past experiences.

24. Avoid mannePrisms which are distracting to the class.

25. Keep out distrae.ting noises as much as possible.

26. Quickly learn the names and faces of the students (or the back of their lwads from
the control panel).

97. Have a sense of humor. It serve a useful mirpose.

2S. Avoid the natural tendency to lowerNour VOice at the end of a sentence

29. Consider the comfort of the students.

30. S4art arid stop all classes on time.

31. Agr.:e with the instructors of the different ph s 's of the proqraiii on the appt oac ies
to b wzed with each activity

C.00rdinate the classroom less n ith the, III car phases of the program



Lesson Plan Suggestions

The following suggested lesson plans may be used to accompany or enhance the simulator
films and package programs. They are organized to include:

Related Simulation Films (where applicable)

Task

Obiective

Supplemental Student Ac vities

Teacher Performanci2s

I fandouts '1 (See Range Unit for diagrams.)

Lvaluation of elch lesson might include all or anv combina i n Of the following:

Teacher direct observation of the students Kesponse and performance

2 Tcsts (y.ritt ti and (nal)

Otai iril

4. Worksheets

nt out sheets

iputer console

Thc les6Non,, ate desiqned t iceorn'pany a varaIc siinuNtor 4iIn Other simulation films
vinch mak; hc availahk, on a specific topic are also identified. The instruotor iS encouraged

to pi,,view other films u'hich might be More applicable to the topic of instruction Again the
instructor is 1 important element Simulation is not a film festival.

(
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LESSON I: Driving Simulator Rules and Regulations

Task
To become aware of the importance of the rules and regulations which must he
followed in the driving simulation program and understand the consequences of not
following the rules.

Objective

After receiving instruction on the rules .1 id regulations of the drMng simulation pro-
gram, students will:

1. List all the rules of the driving simulation program that appear on the handout.

2. Express orally or in writing one possible consequence of not following each rule.

3 Follow all the rules of the program during each simulation session.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

I Learn thi., following tules and regula-
tions

A Be at class and in the proper se. t
on time.

B No smoking, drinking eating or
qum chewing in the driving
simulator

No misuse of the k'quipment ()I

Ii0l15111q

Do only those things you have
been instructed to do.

1)o not touch or rive anything
unless instructed to (10 so bk; the
instructor or the fihn

No horseplay

Never catiy any combs or sharp
objects n the rear pocket: they
Cd11 tear the seat.

Prepare a ditto she,,,t of rules for each
student

Discuss the reasons for the rules.

Reinforce
followed

rules verbally as tlit,v (trc

Question students on the reasons for
adherin; to a specific rllk'

Weal seatbelts in the sdr.ulatot R-s the use of seilthelt, and check for
unit strict adherence to rule
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Never force any apparatus. Call
the instructor for help.

I. You will be assigned a car in the
simulator unit. You will be re-
sponsible for any missing item on
your car: therefore, when entering
the car, check it and immediately
inform the instructor if your car
has some missing item.

K. Obey the attendance rule.

'2. Recite and write at least one con-
sequence for each rule or regulation
violated.

Folk)w the rules and regulations of
the program without committing any
violations

Discuss with students how assuming
responsibility relates to driving.

Discuss the consequences of violating any
rules. Example: Removing a student from
a lesson or the program for the violation
of a rule.

Note: The teacher must follow through
on all consequences and must be
consistent.

Suggestion: The doors to the simulator
should be locked unless the instruc-
tor is present.



LESSON I STUDENT HANDOUT

Student Rules and R..gulations for Simulation

Be at class and in the proper seat on time.

No smoking, drinking, eating, or gum chewing in the driving simulator.

No misuse of the equipment or housing unit.

Do ooly those things you have been instructed to do.

Do not touch or move anything unless instructed to do so by the instill. i,)r or the film.

No horseplay.

Never ca ry any combs in the rear pocket: they can tear the seat.

Wear seattielts in the siniulator unit.

Never force any apparatus. Cali the instructor for help.

You be assikled a car in the simulator unit. You will be responsible for any missing
item on your cal: therefore, when entering the car. check it out. and immediately inform
the instructor if your car has some missing item

Obey the attendance rule.

Consequences

If any violations are cointuiittd. it may nican your d smissal horn the progid

07



LESSON IL Driving Simulator Car Orientation

Task

To become familir with the basic controls of the driving simulator unit.

Objective
Following instructions on the basic controls and gauges of the driving simulator unit.
students will:

1. Name all the basic controls and gauges that appear on the handout.

2. Correctly describe the functions of the basic controls and gauges on the handout
and indicate how their function or malfunction might relate to future onroad and
range driving situations.

Supplemental Student Activities

Locate and name the basic controls
and gauges on the simulator unit,

2 Demonstrate use of the basic controls
nd gauges on the simulator

3. Locate and explain vari us controls
and gauges of the car.

A. rhe 11iShument cluster

1 i.uel gauge

2 Alternator light or gauge

p ,ssure warning light or
gauge

Spvedometer

Odometer

lemperatuw gauge or light

Brake-!,ystein varning liybi

INS

Teacher Performances

Prepare ditto sheets on the control arid
gauges. Have students learn the itemized
diagram of parts on the driving simulator
unit.

Oiscuss and demonstrate the location and
use of all the controls and gauges.

Explain the function of the controls and
gauges.

In the simulator. have students demon
strate their ability to use The controls an,
gauges with ease.

Lxplain the action students would take it
these lights or gauges indicate a problem

L. \plain to students that the sveedometer
will not operate when the brai.w is

eng,vged.



Supplemental Student Activities
z

Teacher Rerformances

B. Components for safety and com-
fort

1. Light switch

2. Headlight switch and indi-
cator

3. Turn signal and indicator

4. Emergency flasher control

5. Inside and outside mirrors

Mirrors on the back of the
seat

7. Horn
S. Windshield wiper and washer

) Heater and defroster

10. Seat adjustment lever

11. Safety belts

12. Head restraints

Controls used in driving

1. Ignition and starter switch
(ACC. lock, off, on, start)

2 Accelerator .

3, 1--.( 4,t brake

4. Clutch pedal

5 Steering wheel

69

Discuss lights, bright and', dim, and the
proper use of both; dome and dashboard.

List situations when these various lights
should be used.

Explain that the mirrors will show up on
the screen.

Explain that these mirrors are for driving
in reverse.

Discuss the appropriate times for using the
horn.

Stress that safety belts are to be worn at all
times,

Explain that head restraints must be
properly adjusted for safety and explain
the consequences of incorrect adjustment.

Tip: The computer operates from the
accelerator before speedometer reacts

Drill students -on the braking procedure:
braking less, more, Soft brake to stop:
medium brake to hold the stopped car.

Drill students on braking skills using the
computer.

Demonstrate proper hand position (93)
Use your shadow on the screen to
dem nstrate.



Supplemental Student Activities

6. Parking brake

7. Manual shift lever

8. Selector levee (park, reverse.
neutral, drive, low 1. 2)

Teacher Performances

Discuss the needs for various gears.

Discuss. drill, and demonstrate the fol-
lowing:

a. Steering procedures (too far left.
too far right).

b. Accelerator procedures (speed up.
slow down; .

Explain the computer evaluation process
for grading students; e.g.. the pressure on
the accelerator indicates the speed rather
than the speedometer reading



LESSON II STUDENT HANDOUT

Typical Instrument Panel

I.

TI le
',11.k.'"Viiint Pete

't t +t ti hit (;,1!,1"

41114141111i

t$1'41tfl ,1 !t'1.
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tt'al 11 lc; 4A, tick'
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,
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11.1101PI
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LESSON 11 STUDENT HANDOUT

The Function and Appropriate Use of the Gear Options

1. (P) - Park

The transmission gears are disengaged and the driveshaft and rear wheels
are locked so that they cannot turn. The engine should be started in this
position in most cases.

2. (R) - Reverse

This position is used for backing the car. On most cars, it is necessary to
lift the lever slightly toward you in order to move it into the reverse
position.

3. (N) - Neutral

The engine is disengaged from the wheels. The engine can also be started
in this position. Two uses of this gear are for towing or pushing a car and
starting the car while in motion.

4. (D) - Drive

Most forward driving is done in this position. The lever is moved to -1)-
after you start the engine and are about to drive the car forward. The
engine cannot be started while the lever is in this position. Remember this
if you suddenly find that your starter doesn't work.

5. (L) - Low

Low gear is used for maximum power at slow speeds. as when driving in
mud or sand, for chmbing wry steep grades. or for assisting brakes to
hold the L ar back when driving down a long. steep hill. In the (L) position .

no automat c change of gear will occur. Also used to pull hea; loads

o
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LESSON III: Basic Maneuvers
Related Simulation Films

Introduction to Simulation
Basic Control Tasks
You and D.O.T. System
Let's Start Driving
Identifying and Predicting

Task

To learn the prescribed safe and efficiegt procedures for entering and starting the car.

putting the car in motion, simple roadside parking, and securing the automatic shift

car. To give students an insight into 11ThE pripciples.

Objective
As a result of the teacher's instructions and viewing the related simulation film stud nts

will:

1 Demonstrate, while driving according to the simulation film. the ability to perform

the basic maneuvers listed in this task.

2. Define the four principles of the IPDE system and give an example of how each

might relate to future driving on the driving range and road.

Demonstrate the use of correct visual habits while driving as explained by the
instructor and film: give an example of one possible use for each when driving
on the drying range or road.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

Explain and demonstrate the proper
techniques for performing the basic
Ithmeuvers using the following steps.

A. Get ready to drive

I. Check the exterior area of
the car

2. Enter from the curb side with
caution.

3. Check to be sure doors are
secure and locked.

Adjust the seat.

Prepare dittos on the basic maneuvers.

Demonstrate the basic mdneuvers and
have students perform steps at a slowed
pace without the film.

Ques'ion students on what they may he
looking for: e.g.. something under wheels.
child behind car.

Explain that one can become a traf
hazard when entering from driver's side

.91
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

Adjust mirrors.

Fasten seatbelts.

B. Start the engine.

1. Check to be sure parking
brake is on.

2. Check to see that the gear
selection lever is in park.

3. Accelerate slightly.

4. Turn ignition key and starter
OI

3. As soon as the engine starts.
release accelerator and hold
foot brake firmly.

Check instrument panel.

C Move away from the curb in the
following manner:

1. Holding the foot brake firmly.
shift to drive.

2 Release the parking b ake.

3, Check the mirrors for traffic

4. It it is clear, turn on left di,
rectional signal.

Check traffic by giaiicing
back over left shoulder.

Accelerate gently.1)

Reemphasize that the mirrors are adjusted
in the movie. The mirrors on the MnItqator
unit are for driving in reverse.

Demonstrate the correct procedure for
wearing seatbelts. Check to be sure
students are wearing seatbelts properly.

Point out that the reason for using the
parking brake is to keep the car from
unnecessary movement.

Explain that moving the foot to the brake
prepares the driver to hold. the car still
while shifting to the next gear.

Point out ,that if lights in the instrument
panel indicate that the car has stalled, the
starting procedure must be repeated.

Explain that checking traffic in the mirrors
is not sufficient. Always check over the
shoukier (head check) as well.

7. Glance left again.

S, Steer slightly left and slightly Demonstrate the amount of movement
right positioning the car into required to make a slight right and left
the right lane. turn.

Check to be sure directional
signal is off.

1(). Accelerat42 smoothly to driv-
ing speed

74

Emphasim smooth acceleration



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

D, Handle th e. steering wheel with a
frin (not tight) grip. Hands should
he at the 9 c.nd 3 positions.

Identify and respond to potential
hazards as directed by instructor.

`-top at th.2 curb in this manner

Chel-c mirrors

Tun, on the right directional

Brake increasing pies
-,tirc as needed

I.: :ease pressure slii,lhtiv on
lust before f,irwarki
stops. then resume

Th' ( di 'Y Tills manner

) ,11k qe,11

1 k,1:, ,,ft

4& k t )1

(1i'slim m

(111Liti.'11

CM1iiictS be11tid fTOrlt,

floi!I side

,,earch kir road changes,

Other

Traffic lone

signak

;r,iffIc conflicts

Explain to students the reason for the 9
and 3 position.

Review briefly the IPDE principles with
students.

Use the film. stopping it at preplanned
intervals, to discuss potential hazards.
Help students develop IPDE skills

Emphasize that this step should he
followed periodically, especiMly when
heginning to make a change of maneuver

Note: HAnd signals (-Oil also be used if it

set!TTIS liecesslrv

Explain that this step helps to control
40ps

Stop the film to blind spots.
potential dangers. If slildiznts need more
practice, mark film reel vith tape in the
section to be used.
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LESSON III STUDENT HANDOUT

Driver Obkpives
A Get ready to drive according to these steps.

I. Check around car.
2. Check and lock doors.

3. Adjust seat.

4 Adjust mirrors.

5. Fasten seat b it.

Sta t engine (automatic shift) using these steps.

1 Check to see if the parking broke is "On."

2 Check gear selector lever for park position.

3. Accelerate shghtly.

Tuin ignition kev and starter -on
5 As soon as engine starts hold foot brake firmly,

() Check instrument panel.

Moves:away from the curb in this manner.

1 F fold ng foot brake firmly. shift tO,drive gear

Release porking brake.

3 heck

4 Tlimil ()11 ien (11 ectiorml ygnal

Look back over lef[

Accelerate gentk:

(ilance left

Steer into right Itnt:

CTheck dirctional signal "off

(Page 1 of 2)

I- fon(ile the steering wheel with o firm nlot tight) grtp, hands at approximately the "9
ond 3- position.

Stop at the c'irb in this manher

(Theck mirrors.

2 -hurn on right directional signal.

3. Brake gently. increasing pressure as ney(

.4 Steer right along curb.

If)



LESSON III STUDENT HANDOUT

(Page 2 of 2),

5. Release pressure slightly on brake just before forward motion stops, then resume firm
pressure.

6. Turn off directional,signal.

F. Secure the car in this manner.

1. Shift to park gear.

2. Turn ignAion -off

3. Remove key.

4. Set the park brake "on.-
5. Move seat all the way back.

() Position seat belts across seat.

Place key on special board made for this purpose



LESSON IV: Turning Maneuvers

Relate'd Simulation Films

Fundamental Turning, M,i'ut'ers
Drive in Automatic Shift Car
The Art of Turning
Th Good Turn
1PD --. (Introductory film)

Task

I 0 becknne futniliat with *oasic turning skilk in order to execute proper lane clnys
and right and left turns with emphasis On maintaining a space cushion and making
necessary turning adjustments.

Objective

(lsn iq the Ii1 )i I ianon acquired during c*RMS ic",S0115 dnd this insttuction, student,.
11-1..1 ng in the simulator according to the appropriate silnulation film. will:

St j

1 Dernon!...tra:c a ICV10.' t't )1-74.T1 Linv!lig peri(.,Inian( k' in

IICW6'01

Vinow,ttot,, riopel lartc chan.; yi I

I )cni( (1

ik,tt sums dcwrdInq thhtrdff!c

tmaffi 11tiICI and tdk('

)(1111111`,IrtliC rH ii i )tUti; ii

)kim(nt,11 S I dent Act vivics Teacner Perfcrrndnc cs

. ,11,c IH C:11t) (1j1111),
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

E. Steer slightly.

Stecr to the center

cancel signal.

Make right and left turns

A Prepare for turn by checking traffic
and positioning car in proper lane.

Signal vour intention to turn.

C Check traffic using the rnirrors
ond lookinq to) vour right and left

) Brake

Begin tln fling

I.00k well up the street While )ti

tire turiiing

AcL elc!'ote
Iq

ike the prm spot.e cw,Iuon
'lin)

Unit

Note: Direction of the'' steering depends
on the direction of the lane change.

Prepare a handout on right and left turn
procedures and one on lane changes. Drilt
the students by oral command and
manual operation of the console display
panels.

EXp Id thLit left turns may ilk.)se spec Idl
pnAlIerns

Cnissing Traffic larws
N''iolciinq to other trat

NAC' 11S bt' tillk'Stluilt'd
holk ti lc simulator films demon
ctrdtk, thi,-; principle of s,dfe driving



LESSON IV STUDENT HANDOUT

Right and Left Turns
A. Make right turns according to this. procedure.

1. Check mirrors.

2. Use right directional signal.

3. Glance right.

4. Steer slightly to the right. positioning car close to the curb.

5. Brake gently to 10 mph.

6. Check traffic left and right.

7 Steer hand over hand.

Accelerate gently when two thirds way through turn

c) Enter right hand traffic lane and straighten.

10. Check that directional signal is off.

B. Make left turns in this manner
I (heck mirrors
9 Use left direction-II

3 Gdilce left

4 Swot shghtiv to thk !eft clow to comer He.

Bloke gentiv to D.) mph

Check trciffic left dod

7 t1,171d 11(li1(1.

kk o'H VA 1:(1'H t11111

.:1010,}1t.:1; Into Idne nedrest ce.ndtet hoe

I() ('Heck thdt (yff



LESSON V: Driving in Traffic

Related Simulation Films

Interacting with Traffic
Blending in Traffic
Intermediate Traffic
Trciffic Strategy
Moderate Traffic
/Advanced City Driving
Complex Traffic
Identifying Hazards
Separating-and Compromise
Control IPDE Process
Mixing with Motorcycles

1 o develop the understanding and judgment necessary to perzeive cues to potential
traffic hazards and to use appropriate defensive skills to avoid hazardous situations. To
use visual cues to search, interpret. and respond to hazards of residential driving

Objective

Wnile receiving instruction and vievking simu ation filns related to traffic situations. stu
dents will'

Identify cues to potentia traffic hazards and use appropriate defensive siiU h

manipulating their simula`or units to avoid hazardous situations.

2 Point out two exampk,s of potential troffic hazards contained in the film an TA!

thcr1) 1() po,;sible on-road or range I nq situations

Supplemental Student Activities

(.)se scanning technique at it !ter

A Signs

B. Cars

C Pedestrians

D Conflicts

S1

Teacher Perfounances

Prepare student handout on city driving

itop film. show students how they
con scan for dangers. eeciolk.'
intersections



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Percormances

Demonstrate proper use of lanes.

A. Tht-u traffic

B. Left turns

C. Right turns

D. One-way streets

E. Multiple lanes

3 Develop an understanding of the
flexibility of the danger zone and how
to adjust speed and following distance
accordinoly.

Use the twosecond rule for maintain
ing a safe following d;stance.

5 Demonstrate propel stopping pro-
cedures at interseciions.

Demonstrate an understorkt;nq of the
rules foi- yielding

Drive in multi lane traffic in a safe
Inal Intl`

s Drive in heavily conoested
i.iue regard for safety

)re...)., with

Understand reversible mne 'Nfrc'e,1

procedures and multi ;(.31

Use magnetic board or f.:halk board to
demonstrate correct procedures.

Use charts of stopping distances to explain
following distance.

Explain the two-second rule to ilw
students. Discuss the importance of main
tainin.:, this distance.

Review stopping procedure with sTudt2nts..
e.g . dt crosswa:ks. stop sign. lines

Review the rules for yielding, such as
When turning left Or when cmergencv
vehicles are involved.

Discuss the types of driving hazards
encounten?d in congested shopping centerS
and the associated avoidance techniques

()Int Out the driver's proper lane positi,A)
in congested city traffic. Disk."...ISS stale and

frsh traffic lights

M,,ntion the stopping position used by the
simulator car. Discuss pedestri:ii ;)roblems



(Page 1 of 3)

LESSON V STUDENT HANIX UT

City Driving

Above all, drivers must be alert. They must learn to adapt their driving to the traffic
environment. They must drive differently on crowded city streets than on limited-access
superhighways. There is no single technique or style that is appropriate for ail Toads at any
given time. Instead, an expert driver must be the master of a variety of techniques: in city
driving, for example, slower speed, cooperation. and courtesy are the rule.

From the films, you will learn some of the basic techniques of city driving. You will learn
which situations present the city driver with the greatest potential hazards. You will also
learn which lane of traffic to use and how to drive on one-way streets.

1. Use your eyes and study the road ahead,

A. Study the roadway a full block ahead. If you notice that a light has been green for
sometime, it is reasonable to expect the light to change so you will begin to slow
down.

B. There is often a problem of judgment with regard to stop lights Your judgment
must be based On these points.

Is there a pedestrian or vehiCk' entering the mterse&on at such speed that it
might collide with you if you keep going?

2 What would be the effect of the existing pavement conditions (perhaps wet .
snoiAN or icy) if yc,u were to brake hard?

your present speed. can you stop without.

Entering Well ink) the intersection?
Making cl panic stop that may tryyei a skid or col1ior vokir 'rivers
behind you?

Are there vehicles behuid you which may hit you (or another) if
denlv? If uou can stop vithout danger. do so

II Rein mher ti. rayc sp('ed rule fcr int rsections dfld (-it') diiving.

tti SIO1)

A. Never enter dn intersetion at a speed at which you could not stop before striking
some suddenly appearing vehicle or pedestrian. "fhe degree of visibility at that par
ticular intersection at that moment should control your speed.

B The da -iger zone of a car increases as the speed of the car increases. The danger
zone is the distance in which a car can stop. If a car enters this danger zone, a
driver may not be able to stop before hitting something. Speed and following
distance must he adiusted to keep cars and pedestrians out of the danger zone

olIowinq distance is one car length per every ten mph you are going or the two-
seem], rule.



(Page 2 of 3)

in. UndeTstand the progu3sive signal system.

Some cities tirne their traffic lights so that if drivers maintain a certain speed, they
Mil get ali green lights through 0.-ie city.

IV. Drive in your lane.

A. It is best if a driver picks one lane and stays in it. Of course, from time to time. the
driver may hav,2 to change lanes. Changing lanes is potentially one of the most
hazardous maneuvers a driver can make. Most states require thzit a driver signal
lane change intention 100 feet ahead.

13. The lane in which a motorist drives is determined in large part b hc number
lanes there are.

1. Two lanes in same dilection

a Right lane is for slow traffic and right turns. travel in right lane,; unless going
to pass (usually)

b. Left lane k for passing OT left turns.

Three lanes in same directio

a. Right lane is for slow traffic and right turn,
b. Center lave is for through traffic.
c. Left lane is for passing or left turns.

Reversible lanes

At different tirnt's 01 the day, certain lanes be(.0ine one vvatc in tile ( )pp)s:te

khrection.

thi,,m;l: -,trcct

A Always slop behind the erossk.A.:alk t LI spot where a rWstilValk
behind the white line if one is present If. after stopping. vou Cannot see from
position. move forward h) i butter visual advantage then stop again

B When entering a through s vet frorn a SIC)., stry
the sidewalk an(I street.

t parking lot or (irivewak;. st

Yield. Treat a yield sign just I ke a Stop sign 11,1 I you can see
lit) one is coming. proceed.

)p It

ways clearly if

D. To enter traffic from a side street. find a "slot- (space between two cars) big enough
to pull your car into traffic without interfering with the cars already' there. Be ready
when the -slor appears.

VI Rght-of

A Normally. the drivei on the right lot, the right Of way unless a sign in (i.icates other

AlSO
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(Page 3 of 3)

B. Remember also that the last chance to avoid an acciAnt prevails; you cannot just
run into a person.

C. If a car has turned left, partially in front of you or in your path, you should yield so
that the driver can get the vehicle out of the way.

1). Always pull to the side of the road, slow down and stop, when you hear or see an
emergency vehicle

VII To stop and start on uphill grades, use these steps.

A. Automatic shift

1 Soft brake

2. Medium brake

3. Park brake -on-

4 Accelerate slightly

5 1 ark brake -off-

.Accelerate more

B M Olift

1 Soft brake

1) ('hith dovii

3 Medlin n brake

Shift to neut d

Clutch up

Park brake -on-

7 Clutch down

Shift to 1st gear

9. Accelerate shghtly

10. Clutch to friction point

11 Park brake "off-

12. Clutch up
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LESSON VI: Passing
Related Simulation Films

Making Space and Time
Per ect Passing

Task

To develop the judgment and skills necessary to cope with all probable situations for
safe and efficient passing.

Objective

(iiven the opportunity to drive through the simulation films which relate to passing.
students will:

1. Demonstrate the ability to differentiate between situations which provide the
necessary time and clear distance to pass and those which threaten danger.

2 Demonstrate the ability to overtake and pass other vehicles presented in the film
according to the bask procedures listed on the handout and practiced in this
lesson .

Demonstrate IPDE skills by correctly reacting to special passing problems and the
passing errors of vehicles presented in the film.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1 1)0 not pass in such potentially he t.
ardous locations as:

A Intersections

B Hilk

C. ('urves

1) Railroad crossin .is

F Approaching bridges. abutments.
underpasses or other locations
where assured clear distance is

seriously threatened.

2 Anticipate the passing errors of others
and yield to careless or inefficient
passes.

;()

Have students show or display concepts
of time and distance
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

3. Compensate for the sped& problems
created when passing large trucks or
buses and allow an extra margin of
safe dear distance ahead.,

4. Practice the recommended procedural
steps for overtaking and passing.

A. Establish safe following distance
ahead.

B. Check assured clear distance
ahead.

Check traffic behind using inside
and outside mirrors.

D Use left dii ectional signal

L. Glance over left shoulder.

Simultaneously accelerate. glance
left. and steer into passing lane

Tap horn

lf Lise right di ecticnial signal.

1 Continue in passing lane until
vehicle being passed is seen in
inside mirror.

Use overheads, magnetic board, or a still
fr.ine to demonstrate the problems in
passing and discuss the safety precautions
to be used.

Prepare ditto sheet on passing.

Discuss passing pwblems and experiences
of the students and teachers.

Repeat vital secti(ms of the film

I )i!.1( LISS tht' 1 t'Sp011St!!-, snident

Glance over right shoulder and I )e inc )n tratc various p
a magnetic hoard.give roht hand signal.

K. Return to right lane turn direc-
tional signal off and adjust speed.

95
87
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(Page 1 of 2)

LESSON VI STUDENT I IANDOUT

Passing

Overtaking and passing on a two-lane roadway is the most dangerous of all car maneuvers.
As a new driver, you need to learn all you can about it. Before you decide to pass ask

yourself three questions: 1) Is worthwhile to pass? 2) Is it legal? 3) Above all, is it safe?

Passing Distance
Re uired (Minimum )

No oncoming traffic.
Your speed 10 mph
greater than car
you are passing;
you need

Your speed,15 mph
greater than car
you are passing;
irou need

Oncoming traffic.
Your speed 10 mph
greater than car
you are passing:
you nee.'

Your speed 15 mph
greater than car
you are passing:
you need

'Your Speed (mph)
20 30 40 50 60 70

Distance eeded tor Pass ng (Feet)

240' 480' ,800' 1200' 1200' 2240'

160' 320' 533' 800' 1 00' 1493'

480' 960' 1600' 2400'
about

3360' 4480*
about

4 blocks 7 blocks

320' 640 1066' 1600' 2240' 2986'

Overtake and pass according tc) this procedure

Estabhsh ,,afe lfistance until passing is sole

B Check assLwed distance ahead

Chcck traff c behind.

D. Use left dirk:ctional signal

Gla ce over left shoulder'

Simultancouslv accelerate. glance left and steer into passii-ig lane

G. Tap horn,

SS

.96
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LESSON VI STUDENT HANDOUT

H. Continue in passing lane until vehicle being planed is' semi th

I. Use riglIt directional signal.

J. Glance over right shoulder.

K. Return to right lane.

L. Turn directional signal off.

(Pape 2 of 2)

.0114,

II. There are five situations in which passing is always prohibited (by common sense and
generally by law) whether Or not thce are posted signs or markings.

A. No passing near crest of hill: Passing is not allowed for 700 to 1000 feet fiorp the
top of a hill. If you should pass, you would be in the lane belonging to oncoming
t`ars, and you can't see them or ! 1 other side of the hill.

B. No passing on blind curves: You would be in the lane beldnging to oncoming cars.
On a blind curve you would not be able to see other cats. Always stay in your lane
on any curve, out of the Way of oncoming traffic. .

C. No passingl at interse:ctions: If is generally illegal to pass within 100 feet of an inter-

section.
4.

D. No passing at railroad crossings: According to the Uniform Vehicle Code do not
pass within -100 feet of railroad tracks. it is too difficult to watch for trains while
passing.

E. No passing near a bridge or abutment: tAccording to the Uniform Vehicle Code do
not pass within, wo feet of a bridge or abutment that blocks a, driver's view (which
most of them do). A bridge or underpass may cut off a road shoulder in case some
emergency arises.

F. No passing where a solid line or a double line is on your side of the road. Don't try

to pass just before reaching a no-passing zone.

Responsibility in passing

A. The law places the responsibility on the driver, of the passing car.

B. If the passing driver has signaled that he or she is about to pass, the driver being

passed must not speed up until the pas is cornpleted. If a crash were to occur, the.

driver being passed could be at fault:

80 7
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i.ESSON Vit High.way Driving

Related Sir ü1tion Films

Cross, Join, Leauing
Hit the Highway
Safe Highway Driving

Task

v..' lAk-

"i'
,

Tg develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to anticipate and successfully
cope with problems encountered in highway driving.

While receiving instructions and drivini according tc the simulation film which relates
to highway driving, st..-lents will demonstrate safe and proper control of the vehicle in
order to follow all of the proteskres for highway driving.

-

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Identify hazarcis.

2. Interpret road markings.

3. Enter, traffic .

4. Negotiate unmarked intersections.

5. Follow correct steps in passing °and
controlling speed.

6. Drive on rural roads.

7. Observe procedures for stopping
rural grevel or unpaved roads.

8. Follow procedure for identifying and
passing slow moving vehicles.

90

Prepare a student handout dealing' with
safe highway driving.

Discuss problems inherene in highway
driving.

Allow students tofidemonstrate highway
hazards.

,



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

9. Follow procedures for passing school
buses.

10. Follow procedures when forced off
the road.

11. Follow procedure for divided highway
driving.

NegoAlkitens in'a proper limner.

15. Drive defensively in anticipation of
highway hazards.

'

t

9

Reiriew signs, road markings, how to
pass, following distance, speed control,
"and going off the road.

99
-
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LESSOII'VII STUDENT HANDOUT

Hightvasf Driuthg

(

The major difference between driving in towni and. cities and on open highways -is that
although there are fewer cars on the open highway, they are travelling at higher speeds.
Your driving must take this greater. speed into consideration. But speed is a relative leafier.
A posted speed of 55 mph may be dangermis if the road is slick or the visibility limited.
Drivers Must,learn to adjust their speed up as wel,l as down. Driving at 30 mph when 'the
rest of the traffic is averaging 55 mph is equally hazardous.

Speed should also be adjusted in order to maintain a safe distance between you and the car
ahead. The general rule is to allow, at least one car length for every 1010h of speed at
which you are drivipg or follow the two-second rule. On high-speed highways, greater%
distance may, be necessary. Learn to adjust speed to blend with the traffic and traffic
situations.

I. Diminishing following distance

A. Car passing your car

1. Slow down to improve your following distance.

2. Never drive so closely to the eF ahead that another car can't piss you and pull
in ahead of you. The law requires that you, not follow another .vehicle too
closely.

B. Vehicle in act of passing

1. Do not speed up when a vehicle is passing you.

2. Keep your speed constant or slow\down a little.

3. When a vehicle passing a car comes toward you, you must:

1) Slow down to let the. car return to its Jane,

2) Be alert for the car which may.collide, shead-on, with you. In this event, pull
to the shoulder of the read and pump your brakes,

H. Curves

A. Slow down before coming to curve.

B. Accelerate when coming out of a curve.

M. Hill crest: Slow down when coming to cres4 of a VIII; visual distance is reduced.
greatly.

IV.. Unpaved roads

A. Slov:7 down on unpaved road because pebbles act like small bearings and reduce
friction.

B. Slow down -when approaching intersections that are blind or are not protected by
signs.

11.
100
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C. SI w down on unpaved roads. Dust from cars in front of you or coming toward
may__hinder your vision.

V. Cyclists, pedestrians, animals

(Page 2 of 2)

VI.

A. Always slow down when any are present because they are very unpredictable.

B. Always expect and be prepared for the worst.

Roadside business area: Anytime you approach &number of cars parked along the
side of a road or a business area, slow clown because of the potential for possible
conflicts.

VU. Construction area: Slow dotiin because of possible conflicts resulting from heavy (

IND

equipment, workers, holes.

I.



LES:50N VIII: ressways

Related Simulation Films

Expressways
Expressways Are bifferent
Expressway Excellence

Task

To develop the skills aild judgment necessary to,cope with the unique' problems and .
features of expressway traffic.

Objective

While.viewing a simulation fi m and receiving instruction related to expressway driving,
students will:

/Ns,

1. Demonstrate the corre
cording to the steps list

2. Recite and demonstrate

proceaures for merging and exiting expressways ac-
id the lesson.

he general rules fcr correct lane usage.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Merge and exit expressways according
to procedures.

A. At entrances

1. Check blind ipots.

2. Sicivicyl.

3 Control speed.

B. At exits

Signal and check blind spots.

2. Use the Prnper exit lAne.

3. Reduce speed, when in the
deacceleration lane

.4. Watch for changes ahead,
such as traffic lights, stop signs,
or yield signs.

. "re

Supply students with the handout op
expressways.

Use transparencies to show tile different
types of exits and entrances.

Explain c,:eving on 'an expressWay. Use
entrance drills, exit drills, and expressway
driving*drills.

Drill students on the different skills
necessary for safe expres,sway driving.

DraW diagrams of expressways and ramps
on the board to discuss situationsthat will
be encountered on the film

1 02
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Suppkineztal2Student Activities Tea er Performances

C. At inteichanges

2. Recite the general rules for correct Use' a demonstration to illustrate why
lanetusage. backing on the. expreAway is illegal and

unsafe.
A. Slower moving Vehicles should

use the' righl lane. -

B. Avoid 4:Inflicts witiq merging traffic
by making the arkpropriate lane
change.

C. Use the left lane for passing.

Pemonstrate the lane usage rules during
the simulation experience.

95
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LESSON VIII: STUDENT kiANDOUT

EXttretswayS
se

Limited access roads are known in various 'paris of the country by such .names: as
expresswaits, turnpikes, parkwais; freeways, or interstate highways. Regardless of what
descriptive term is used, they all share certain cimmon characteristics..

(Page l of 2)

The most fundamental faerfure of such Toads is the limited number of points of entrance and
") exit. Business establishments and residences abutting the roadway do not have immediate

( access to th9 road. Customers and residents must pr,oceed to designated entrances" And
exits before tntering or leaving the expressway.

Other eigineering improvements include wider lanes, addition4I lanes .for Passitt, easy
curves, long gradual hills, clear wide shoulders, and uniform signs.:Opposing 'traffic lanes
are separated by wide medial grass ships, barriers, 'or fences. These tyNg of separratiqns
serve to decrease head on collisions and limit blinding lights from oncomitt traffic at night.
Additionally it helps make these modern, high speld roadways 'Comparatively safe.

OP

A. Advantage of limited access highways

1. Fewer hazards

a. Ditches

b. Narrow

c. Signs

d. Things along the road

2. Ability to chive faster

a. Travel time reduced

4. Corwenient

5. Economic

6. Safe

B. Before you drive On the expressway, remember:
r "

1, You will be driving at higher s eds, which means your driving pbilitsi judg-
ment, thinking; and reaction tim become very important. You must be in good
physical and mental condition.

2. Your car must be in top notch silape.

a Keep tireein good condition (all 5 tires).

b. Havea full tank of gas.

c. Plan your trip stops for gas and food.

101
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LESSON VIII STUDENT HANDOUT

,
r

(Page of 2)t

Brakes: Have your brakes checked and Adjusted tegu
before any trips.

e. Mirrors: Cleaned and properly focused.

f. Oil, water, battery, lights: Go to a service station and get these items checked
. if you do not know how.

.11

I
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Baddng
%timed Simulatio Fitt=

r

ack1n1Safely
Revirse -

Task

_rr*

ryrk. loprotiv rste,"14.,,!PsAmi

.

To become familiar With operating the car in revirse and to develop judgment
essary to execute,.the appropriate backing techniques in traffic situations.

Objective

. While simulating. driving In revere students will:

1. Demonstrate proper body positioning when backing.

2. Demonstrate right and left turns while in reverse.

nec-

Supplemental Student Activities -_%Teadier Performances

1. Backing straight
0

A. Use proper body position.

B. sniall steering moveme.nts.

0 control speed.

2. Backing, making right turns

A. Begin turning with left hand.

s,

B. Watch right rear and .1Fft front
fenders.

f?

3. Ricking, making left thins
,

A. Begin 4eeritlg;iitith ri hand,

B -WAtch left rear and tisht front
fenders.

0

Revieisu where to look when backing.

Use the "still frame" to show _students
what is happening. Drill students on body
position, braking, accelerating, and, the
use of.the -head and eyes while backing.

0
Discuss right And left backing differences.

°

Vsicharts to show direction of tires when
the steering wheel Ikturn( d left and right.

Use cinodercar with movable -steering
ttiOchanism to ekplain end demonstrate
the techniques of steering while backing.



Suppkmental Student ActivitieS teacher Perforipances

4. Backing from a driveway

. A. Stop at crosswalk.

*B. Stop at curb.

C. Avoid backing across lanes of
traffic.

D. Back .into nearest Jane.

Explain haw to uie basic backing maneu .
vers fOr fuming around safely in driveways
and alleys..

e
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-LE§SON X Par Idng and Turning

kelated Simulation Films

Angle Parking and Turning Maneuvers
ABC's of Parcae/ Parking
Parking

r

Special Driving Techniques
Special Maneuvers (Parking)

Tasit

To develop the skills and judgment necessary to enter and leave angle and parallel
parking spaces and to execute.U-turns and Y-turns'safely.

Objective

While receiving instruction and viewing simulation films on parking and turning the car
around, students will demons-Late the proper procedures for:

7

1. Angle parking

2. Parallel parking

3. U-turns

4., Y-tums

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Angle park by using the following
steps.

A. Check traffic. .

B. Use right directionil signal and
hand signal at least 100 feet in
advance.

Prepare handout sheets for angel parking,
parallel parking, U-turns, and Y-turns.

C. Slow to about five miles per hour Review speed controls, creeping drills,
and position car about five feet backing, braki , and steering.
from parked cars, on right. , \,

D. When front_wheels are near edge
of space, steer full, right into the
space.

100
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Supplemental Student, Activities

E. Enter spate slowly, stiaighten
wheels and stop about one foot
from curb.

F. Ease pressure on brake, allowing
right front wheels to touch curb
'gently.

2. Leave angle parking space by using
these steps.

A. Back slowly (to abopt a half car
length) and stop to check traffic.

B. Resume backing and start turning
slowly hand-over-hand ,to the
right.

C. Fact the front quickly to check
bumper clearance, then turn full
right.

D. Back into right-hand traffic lane,
straighten wheels and stop.

E. Face forward and drive ahead.

3. Parallel park according to the following
procedures.

A. Check mirrors

B. Use right directional signal and
hand signal at least 100 feet in
advance.

C. Slow, ease right and stop parallel
about two feet from car in front
of the space, rear bumpers even.

D. Hold foot brake down, shift to
reverse and look over right shoul-
der.

Teacher Performances

Use "still frame" to refer to points of
sp/ciftc action.

Dikuss other methods ,of parking.

Discuss corrective measures for incorrect
;larking.

Discuss prop& backing body position.

Point out the places of conflicts; e.g., right
rear car beside you, right front of your
car, rear bumper of your car, curb or front
bumper of your car.

Give examples of maneuvexs on magnetic
or chalk board.

V
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Stipplemental Student Activities

E. Check traffic, then back slowly,
and steer full right.

F. As car approaches 45 degree
angle to curb, straighten wheels.

G. Begin'steering left as froin bumper
nears rear bumper of the car
ahead.

H. Face forward and check bumper
clearance; when clear, face back
and steer-full left.

1. As car approaches parallel to
curb, straighten Ihe wheels.

J. Brake softly to stop before touch-
ing car behind.

K. Holding foot brake down, face
forward and shift.

L. Move forward slowly and stop
when car is centered in parking
space.

M. Holding the foot biake down, shift
to park or reverse, turn off the
engine and set parking brake;
then release foot brake.

4. Leave a parallel parking space using
these steps.

A. Holding the foot brake down shift
to reverse, -release park brake,
and face backward.

B. Move straight backward and stop
gently before touching the car
behind,

C. Holding the foot brake down, face
forward and shift to drive.

Cfteck mirrors and turn on left
directional signal.

Teacher Perforthinces

102

Have *students act through the proper
steps for the maneuvers.

Explain the angle.

11
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Supplemental Student Activities j Teacher Performances

E. Look back and give left direc-
tional sigrial.

F. When dear, move forward slow- .Stress the use of proper traffic checks
ly, steer full left and glance left. while making maneuvers.

G. As front bumper clears rear
bumper of car ahead, straighten
wheels.

H. Steer medium to full right, into
right hand travel lane.

I. Straighten Wheols and check
directional signals off.

5. Execute a U-turn by the following
steps.

A. Select a wide street with clear dis-
tance and little traffic.

B. Check traffic.

C. Use right cprectional signal, at
least 100 feet in advance, pull
over to right curb and stop.

D. Check traffic.

E. Ustp left directional signal, look
back, use left-hand signal.

F. Move forward slowly and quickly
turn full left.

G. Cover brake when lapproaching
and until clear of opposite curb.

H. Straighten -into riiiht-hand traffic
lane.

Discuss th-e safest way of turning a car
aroundsimply make three right turns
and one, left.

6. Execute a V-turn by following these Stress traffic checks and signaling.
steps.

A. Select a location with adequate
sight distance, little traffic and no
obstruction.

Discuss the laws that prohibit U-turns or
V-turns.



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

B. Check traffic.

C. Use right directional signal, stop
hand signal at least 100 feet in
advance, pull over to the right
curb and stop.

D. Check traffic.

E. Use left directional Awal, look
back, use left-hand signal

F. Move forward slowly and quickly
turn left.

G. When front wheels are about four
feet from the opposite curb, turn
right and stop before touching
curb.

H. Check traffic, shift to reverse,
keep wheels to full right, back up.

I. Face forward, check traffic, move
ahead slowly'.

J. Quickly turn full left and then
straighten into the right-hand traf-
fic lane.

t

104
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*LESSON X S i HANDOUT

A. Angle parking

11 To angle.park use these steps.

a. Chak traffic.

b. Use right directicnal signal at least 100 feet in advance.

C. , Slow to about five miles per hour and position car about five feet from
parked cars.on the right.

4. When front wheel is opposite near edge of space, steer full right into 4he
- space.

e. Enter space slowly, straighten wheels abd stop about one feat frorn the =Si

f. Ease pressure on brake allowing right front wheel to touch curb gently.

2. To leave angle parking space, use these steps.

a. Back slowly about a half-car length and stop to check traffic.

b. Resume backing slowly and start turning slowly hand-over-hand to the right.

c. Face front quickly to check bumper clearance; then turn full right.

d. Face forward and drive ahead.

4110
B. Parallel parking

1. To parallel park, use these steps.

a. Check mirrors.
b. Use right directional signal at least 100 feet in advance.

e. Slowly ease right and stop parallel about two feet from car in front of space,
rear bumpers even.

d. Hold foot brake down, shift to reverse, and look over right shoulder.

e. Check traffic; then back Slowly and .steer full right.

f. As car approaches 45 degree angle to curb, straighten wheels.

g. Begin steering left as front bumper nears rear bumper of car ahead.

h. Face forward to check bumper clearance; when clear, face back and steer
'full left.

I. As car approaches'parallel to curb, 'straighten wheels.

j. Brake softly to stop before touching carbehind.

k. Holding foot brake down, face forward and shift.

1. Move forward slowly-and stop when car is centered in the sta

2. To leave parallel parking space, itse these steps.

a. Holding the foot Ora,ka down, shift to rcyerse release parking. brakfi and face
back.
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LESSON X STUDENT HANDOUT

b. Move backward slowly tind stop gently before touching t e car liehin

c. Holding the foot brake down, face forward and shift.

d. Check mirrors and turn on left directional signal.

e. Look back over left-shoulder.

f. When clear, move forward slowly; steer full left and glance left.

g. As front bumper clears repr bumper of car ahead, straighten Wheels.

h. Steer medium to full right into right-hand travel lane.

i Straighten wheeli and check to see if direction& signal is off.

3. Parking is prohibited in the following:

a. Painted curbusually yellow or red:

b. On a sidewalk ona crosswalk.

c. Within an intersection.

d. In front of any driveway.

e: On any bridge or in any tunnel.

f. Within a specified distance of the corner, of stop signs, railroad crossings,
fire hydrants, and safety zones.

In front of a hotel entrance, theater entrance, or within twenty feet of a fi e
station.

h. Anywhere in such a way as to obstruct traffic.

i Where only ten feet or less of the width of the,roadway will be left open for
clear movement of 'traffic.

j. Beside a vehicle parked at the curb (double-parking).

k. On the'left side of any street that is not a one-way. street.

I. On any rural highway.

4. To find a parking space, check for:

a. A driver unlocking the car door.

b. A puff of smoke fram ihe exhaust.

c. A driver looking back to see what is coming.

d. Wheels ttirned or tieing turned.

5. Common errors of parallel parking include:

a. Stppping too dose to the car'ahead..

b. Stopping too far from the car ahead.

c. Failing to start turhingithe wheels to right as sbon as the car starts ynoving
backwaids.



LESSON X STUDiNT HANDOUT

(Page 3 of 3)

-

Failing to creep back Alawly enough, to perrnit tirne fo steering the car into
the proper position.

e. Getting your right front bumper so close to the rear of the car ahead that
you cannot clear the car.

C. Use the following proceduyes when parking on hills:

1. To hold a car parked on a hill

a. Headed down.hill with a curb

Park with your front wheels turned toward the curb. Stop alongside the curb,
four to five inches from it. Then turn sharply to the right while moving slow-
ly. Eking the right front wheels to touch the curb gently.

b. Headed- down hill with no curb

Park down hill, leaving the front wheels turned to the right.

c. Headed up hill with no curb
Park with the front Wheels turned to the right, as when headed down hill.

d. Headed up hill with a curio

Approach the parking space as. if on level ground. Just before gu stop,
swing the wheels sharply to the left. Shift to neutral and roll back toward the
curb slowly, braking as needed and still turning the wheel left. Stop as the
back of the right, front wheel comes in gentle contact with the curb.

2. To reinforce the parking brake

In an automatic shift car, place the selector lever in park. In, a Car with manual
transmission, place the gear shift lever in reverse on either a down grade or an
up grade.

a



LESSON X STUDENT HANDOUT

Turning ;four Car Around

'(Pag 1 of 2)

In many cases the best, safest, and often the qui. keit way to turn a car around is to make
three right turns around the block followed by a oar turn. However, on a dead-end street or
in some other spots, you will have to turn the car around.

Some states prohibit certain turnabouts; so find out what the laW is in your state.

_Though this turn is the eyoKst one to execute, it is also the most dangerous because the
whole street is Used. Often t is type of turn is prohibited by law. Pick a place that is not near
a hill.or curve which would hide you from the view of approaching drivers. In Ohio, how far
does the law require you to be from an intersection to male a U-turn?

I. Execute a U-turn as follows:

a., Select a wide street with clear sight distance and little traffic.

b. Check traffic.

C. Use right directional signal -at least 100 feet in advance.

d. Pull over.to the right curb and stop.

e. Check traffic, left directional signal.

f. Look back over left shoulder.

g. Move forward slowly and quickly turn fullieft.

h. Cover brake when approaching and until clear of opposite curb:

i. Straighten into right-hand traffic lane.

11. gxecute a Y-turn using these following steps. (This turn in executed under the same
conditions as the U-turn, but on a street too narrow to permit a turnabout in one move.)

a. Select a location with adequate sight distance and little traffic.

b. Check traffic.

c. Right directional sigq,a1 at least 100 feet in .advance.

d. Pull over to the right curb and stop.

e. Check traffic, left directional signal.

f. Look back over left shoulder.
e;

g. When front wheels'are about four feet from opiposite cutb, turn right and stbp before
touching the curb.

h. Shift to reverse, check traffic and back stowl turning the ,wheel full right.

When rear wheels are about four feet from The curb, begin turning left and stop.,
before touching the curb.

j. Face forward, check traffic, turn full left into 'right traffic lane.

108
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M. TWO-point Win
To turn into an alley or driveway on the left side of the street, drive forward into it and
back out. If the alley is on the right-hand side of the street, it is much better to 'drive, past
the alley, back in, and drive forward, as you come back into the street. You can 'see
traffic on the street much easier when your car is moving forward.

LESSON X STUDENT HANDOUT

--. (Page Zof 2)'
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LESSON XI: Driving under Adverse Conditions

itelated Sbnulation Efts

Good Driving in Bad Weather
Winterproof Your Driving
Changing Weather Conditions

Task

To develop the understanding, judgment, and skill nizcessary to cope w th the hazards,
of winter driving.

a

Objective

While receiving instructions and viewing an appropriate simulation film related toairiv
ing under adverse conditions, the stsglent will correctly demonstrate the proper proce-
dures for:

1. Preparing a car for driving.

2. Avoiding skids.

3. Handling skids.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1 Minimize obstructions to adequate
visibility by clearing the windshield,
windows, mirrors, and exterior lights
of snow, ice, or mud. Prevent interior
condensation and, fogging by provid-
ing adequate ventilation.

2. Avoid the risk of skidding an slippery
surfaces by avoidirfg sudden changes
in speed or directions in accordance
with .these techniques:

A. Accelerate *very gently .and grad-,

ually.

B. Prepare to stop welt in advance,
thus aPoWitag an extra cushion of
'safety.

110

Prepare the handout sheet on driving
under adverse conditions.

p. -

Discuss what one should do on cold
mornings before moving the car.

Discuss locked ,fropt wheels, having zero
steering control, and tow gear on inclines..

Discuss those portions of the film viewed
by students.

Prepare a handout on reducing the risk of,



Supplemental Student Activities

C. Utilize the gradual badng aaction
of engine compresspf by decel.
erating early and _Applying brakes
gently, employing an easy pump-
ing action.

D ', Adjust following distance to pro-
vide additional assured 'clear,
tance ahead should the vehicle In
front stop unexpectedly.

E. Keep speed well below the limits
which apply under no9al condi-
tions.

F. 'Keep constantly alert for cues to
unusual or dangerous acts of
other drivers and pedestrians and
start defensive movements early.

G. Increase frictional grip, when
appropriate, through the use of
chains, mud hooks, or snow
tires.'

3. Handle skids using these steps:

A. -Steer in direction of skid.

a. Release gas.

C. Do not apply brakes.

P. Reduce speed.

E. Pump brakes.

F. Hold road position.

Teacher Performances
2

Discuss skid film.

illow400

,

Repeat important sections of the film.

^^
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LESScIN Xl STUDENT HANDOUT

-Driving under Advers2 Conditions

Alert drivers Allow more tim -4 for driving in bad weather or for other adverse conditions.
Under adverse conditions, it takes longer to execute most driving maneuvers.

I. .Wbat to do in bad we/0er
A. Listen for the Weather forecast; also look outside for local conditions that might not_

be included in the weather report.

B. Moat extra time even for a short trip; slower driving and slower starts delay traffic.

C. Soon after you start, test your 4raction by gently accelerating and braking. If your
wheels spin on a start, be aware that stopping also will be difficult.

D. Turn cm your low-beam headlights in daytime; this will help others to see your cal.

E: Checi( the sprface of the roadfor frost, snow, ice or other hydroplaning conditions.
HvIroplaning is a situation in which the car is riding on a sheet of water instead of
pgement. Change the speed 4nd placenient of your vehicle where necessary.

F. Look farther ahead than usual for situations that could force you tc; slow doWn, stOp
or change laneft.

G. Keep enough space between your car and others to allow you to correct for skids.

. H. Be alert for any indication of skidding.; you can correct One the instant it starts.

II. Conditions that reduce visibility

A. Steam on windows: Open your window slightly or turn on air conditioner.

B. Dus wilight: This' is Hie time of deceptive illumination, not as light as day or as
da as night. Turn on low beam lights.- .

C. Loking into the sun: Driving toward the sun creates a very serious problem. Use
your son visors and suti glasses.

D. Fog: This is dangerous because of different densittes. You may be. going through
light fog when all at once you are in a thick fog. Slow down and turn on low beam
lights. Get off the road in heavy fog.

E. Rain and snow: Slow down and turn on windshield wipers and low beams.

1.
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LESSOI*Xf STUDENT HANpOUT

When &Wing rit night. look 'Out fcir

1. Cars driven in soy+ irregular way; the driver may be under the influence of al-
cohol or whet drills.

2. privers whOleave a brightly lighted parking lot and drive without turning an their
headlights.

3. Bicycles or even motorcycles without heacrights; tail lights, or reflectors.

4. Pedestriins In darleclothing," perhaps tiialking dn your side.of the street or road
or stepping out from between parked Cars.

5. .Deep chuck holes or other pavement defects.

6. Animals crossing a street or road.
4 ,

7. Cars with 'a single headlight.
4

8. Road signs: They are especially Importint at night because they advise you .of
cohditions you may'not be able to see in the dark.

III. Getting out of a skid
A. Release the accelerator.

B. Do not apply brakes.

C. Do not panic. thist follow your natural impulse to keep thii car going straight. Steer
in the direction itou want to go.

D. Liu. the front of thG car becomes even with the back, straighten the wheel.

E. In a car with manual transmission, avoid depressing the clutch. Try to keep car in
third gear.



N XII: Meeting an Emergency

e ate'ci Simulation Films

Separating an4 Compromising Risks
Split Second., Decision
Hazard Perceptipn
Handling Emergencies
.Crash Avoidance
Hazardous Situations
Driving Emergencies
^Critical Situations

Task

4*

To be ableto make quick and accurate responses arid to take appropriate evasive ac-
tions when faced with sudden, unpredictable hazards. .

Objective

9 ix

While receiving instruction and viewing an appropriate simulation filin related to mer-..

gencies, students will:

1. Identify and avoid potential crash situations.

2. Use.appropriate evasive techniques when invOlv&i in emergency sithations.

3. Maintain an adequate ipace cushion around the vehicle.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher-Performances

I Allow extra space between the car
and a potential risk b'y adjusting
speed.

2. Know what to do' in the event of an
accident.

.1 3. Id,entify unpredictable action of other
drivers.

4 Handlesuch emergpcies as tire fail-
ure, hood flying up, car on fire.
emergency vehicles, stalled engine.
railroad crossing, stuck accelerator. ,

A

4PP

ReemPhasize the IPDE concepts.

Discuss possible conflict situations.

Present accident situations from which
students must select the be(St es:rape
actions.

t/
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Supplemental StUdent Activities Teacher Performances

5. Be able to escape to the right or left,
brake, pr'sound the horn if an escape
exit does not exist.

6. Follow the proper procedure if forced
off the road or if brakes fail while being
passed.

115

'Discuss when the driver should use the
horn in a hazardous situation.

Use a stIll frame" or a rerun technique to
emphasize the particUlar problem situation.

f



ON MIL Overall Review
ted Simulation Films

The Decision Is Yours
Road Checks
Driving Review
Driver Performance Test
IPDE
Formula for Traffic Survival

Task

To evaluate students' growth and development in the skills, judgment, and attitudes
required for safe, efficient driving.

Objective
Given a simulator film that includes a comprehensive sampling of traffic situations,
students will correctly demonstrate the bilIty to:

1. Identify

2. Predict

3. Decide

4. Execute

5. Discuss their errors and possible corrections.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances r

1. Take a simulator practics driving test.

2. Use escape techniques previously ,

practiced.

3. Develop a plan for individual practice
and improvement.

4. Discuss errors and corrective measures.

116

Use results to discuss strengths and
weaknesses of each student.
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In.froduction

1110
This cUrrieuluin unit deals With the thditiple-car range phase of the ,.driVer education
progtam. Included are the, definition and purposes of the multiple-car range, administrative'
considerations, facility de,sign, equipmeiit, sources of cost considerations, 'and suggested
lesson plans.

The muliiple-car-Jange gives students the opportunity to practice basic maneuvers. It

provides for development of fundamental driving skills and decision-making processes.
Students have the opportunity to make their own decisions based on guided learning
activities and -to identify those areas requiring special attention in further developing
competency for driving under actual traffic conditions:. Multiple-car instruction off-rs u real
opportunity to increase the efficiency of driver education at a reduced cost.

Lessons are designed so that the students may be evaluated daily. Prior to the lesson,
students can be given a copt of the procedure to be,followed so that they may have ample
time to digest the information and dearly understand what will be expected of them. This
procedure will prevent loss of driving time resulting from extensive explanation.

Handouts are designed in a checklist format. They can be used by the teacher, 'another
student, or the driver to determine whether or not students are following the steps of the
lesson. Resulting scores can be recorded as the students' daily evaluation.



DefillOon: What is a Multiple-Car Range?
The nit.thiple-car method is defined-AS- orrinstrixtional method in driver education -that
provides for behind-the-wheel experience fora' number of students simultaneously on. a
multiple-vehicle driving facility.

This approach increases the teacher-vehicle ratio. Usually maximum economy and driver
interaction are achieved when six or more 'vehicles are in use simultaneously. On some
facilities, as many as 30 students receive simultaneous instruction from one teacher.

A d5iving range allows students to learn and adjust to the driving tasks in a 4ontrolled
envitonment. Instruction progresses 'swill basic skills to more complex tasks and makeuVers.
While the development of manipulative skills is basic to the multiple-car method, the
student's ability in a traffic situation to identify, predict, and decide must Also be
emphasized.
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Advantages arid Disadvantages ch the Multiple-Car
NATIO Range

Advantages .

1. Encourages the 4eacher to recognize and teactito Individual student differences.

. 2. H s students develop basic manipulative skills.

3. Helps students develop independence and confidence in their own abilities.

4. pelps develop a sense of responsibility and self reliance.

5. Helps stu ents develop perceptual skills and'hiabits.

6. Provides flextIlity, allowing for a wide variety of sittfations.

7. Provides opportunity for more efficient instruction.

. 8. Provides students an opportUnity to drive various makes and rnocclels di cars.

9. Provides loO-risk driving experiences.

10. Cdntrols the learning situation.

11. Can be used as a public relations tool/with parents and the community.

12. May be built for special or dual purposes.

Disadvantages

1. Initial cost of construction is high.

2. Site may be some distance from school, thereby taking commuting time from instruc-

tional time.

3. High speed driving experience is limited. ,

4. Snow removal may be a problem.

5. it may bedme an attractive nuisance .unItss security of facility is' provided.

6. Acquisition of an aim* number of +free-loan vehicles cre.ates an 'added responsibility.

7, Traffic 'experience is liniited because range traffic tends to be predictable.

121



Purpose of the Mu.4)1e-Car Range
The multiple-ear range will

Develop basic skills.

Provide repetition without interference.

Provide for individual differences.

Provide ftiore actual driiiing experience.

Provide low risk environment to students and teacher.

Build drivers' self-cqnfidence.
,

Cleve lop individual responsibility and decision-making.

Provide the instructor a greater opportunity to observe behavior.

Provide students with the opportunity to observe, demonstrate, and practice in an
organizeci progressive sequence, the manipulative driving skills in a controlled learn-
ing envir6nment.

Complement or Supplement other instructional phases in the driver education pro-
gram through the proces, of developing student'skills.

Emphasize learning rather than teaching .and strengthen the llonds between knowl-
edge and performance through feedback from the vehicle and the road environ-

, ment.

- 1
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Administrative Considerations
-Consider the-following When 'planning the .deNtielopenentof .0 ni4it1P1e..747,0r faciulty

Local, state, and national policies and regulations.

Present number of eligible students

Future number of eligible itudents

Adult and special programs that can use the facility

Support from the school, community, and administration

Financial resources (federal, state aid; community)

Land acquisition

Construction (gravel, 'concrete, or asphalt)

Single or dual purpose facility

VehVes

1. Purchase, Joan, lease

2. Storage

3. Gas and maintenimce

4. Movement to and from.facility

Insurance (teachers and* vehicles)

Timeteacher Ida.c1
Provision for setting up and dismantling the Lnge daily

Accident reports

Security

Location

Site Selection ana Development

.1

Select a site as near th school as possible to. prevent problems in transporting shidents.
However, consider the relationship between the. location of the facility and possible
distraction of classroom activities.

Soil composition and drainage and provisions for ease of snow removal and disposal shäuld
also be considered.

Include storage, toilet, and telephone _facilities in the coatruction,plari. ., .
a

, . ..

Safeti,L iS a very important consideration in the selection cif a site. The facility, should be
enclosed by a fence or buffer area. Also, include in the plans, adequate lighting for evgning
classes arid for security purposes at night.
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Facijity Design

-The facility should:

Afford visual contact for instruction and safety from any one point to 'all other pointi.

Be designed to provide sufficient learning activitiesl for all students throughoui the .

course df instruction.

The f Ø1lowing components to be'considered when designing the facility are based on the
deseption found in the publication, Driving Toskinstruction, Dual Control, Simulator, and
Multiple-Car by-James E. Aaron and Marland K. Strasser.

A. Physical requireminti
1. Road surfaces wide enough for.two-way traffic

2.4 Four-way and "T" intersections, and cUrves

3. Lane markings and standa-rd highway signs

4. Space for development of fundamental skills

a. Right angle and offset backing
b.. Turning practice
e. ;Turning around
d. Diagonal, perpendicular, and parallel parking
e. Lane changing

5. Configuration for basietraffic experiences

a. Two-way traffic
b. One-way traffic
c. Multilane roads
d. Use of traffic controls
e. 'Intersection- approaches
f. Railroad crossing and crosswalk approaches
g. Passing of overtaking

6: Range large enough so that al) skill areas and traffic experlinces may be utilized
at the same 'time

B. Instructional areas I
1. Right- and left-turn lanes, ,merging and 'diverging traffic area

2. A Perimeter road with two 112-f6ot lanes; Sbme portions of the road should
have a three lane section or be designed as a divided 'highway with a median-
strip

, 3. Crosabad designed to incluçle one malor four-way intersection and one
intersection ,

4. A straight secticin long enough for overtaiiin'g and palsing and serpentine ex-
ercise

13i



5. An area for the "X" exercise for practice in forward and reverse driving and
turning

6. An area or street for practicing the "Y" turn (or turtling around on a deati end
street)

7. An area for entering anti leaving a simulated two car garage with a single lane
driveway intersecting at the street (or similar offset practice area)

8 An area or areas that can be designed as atone-way street

4. Provisions for parallel arid angle parking

10. Pedestrian crosswalks and simulated railroad crossings

11:. Off-road recovery area

C. Instructional areas recommended but not necessary

1. A standard operational traffic light intersection

2. A raised or "hill" section, perferablii atJie outside corner

3. 'An area for the "T" exercise for practi e in forward and reverse driving

4. A "figure 8" exercise for practice in-steering control

Equipment
The facility will require three types of equipment: vehicles, fixed installations, and portable
equipment.

1: Vehicles. The same' procedure followed to obtain veicles for on-street drivingsatT
be used for the multicar facility. This is accomplished generally through'cooperative
programs with the loc_al car dealers. Schools are usually responsible for insurance,
regular car maintenance care, registration, and dual controls.

if equipped with dual 'controls, the casis may be used for on-street instruction, A
small truck or van can be used as a specialized training and service vehicle..

The use of a,variety of automobiles is also a consideration. This enables students to
experience a variety of different makes and models. It also stimulates flexibility ,,zind

adaptibilitsk,

2. Fixed installations. Careful consideration is a must when planning for fixed installa-
tions. Fixed equipment can limit the flexibility of the facility. You might give con-

, sideratiorr to Oosts or standards for mounting signs, a sto' age enclosure, and traffie
signs. The 'size, shape, and color of traffic ccintrol devices should conform to state
highway standards.

1
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3. Portable equipment. The following equment should be considered 'when devel
oping the range.

Portable traffic signs

Traffic cones.--iseful for outlining exercise areas

Lane markings such as, roll down".tape

Flags on poles

Barricades

Car equipment, -Such as decals, bumper signs, car number signs and dual con-
trols. EacNcar should also be markes.l.in the driver's compartment with the same
number shown on its exterior.

Instructor aidssuch essentials as foul weather gear, lesson plans, rating sheets,
clipboard, and handout materials. Keys can be kept on a keyboard marked by
car number.. Be sure an extra set of keys is always available.

Maintenance equipmentsimple tools such as crescent wrench, screwdrivers,
pliers, battery jumper, cleaning equipment (such as brooms and cloths). .

Communication equipmentradio, direct voice, or loud speaker. There is a
variety of radio communication units, Those being considered should be eval
uated for1 the specific facility being planned.

Sources of Equipment

Equipment can be purdiased, made by the instructor, or in industrial arts classes.

Types of Multiple-Car Facilities

The multiple-car facility is classified by the type of instruction to be used. These are basic
skills. traffic mix. and advanced driver education.

Basic skills facility. This type of facility can be less than 200 X .400 feet. Many
schools use a paved area that can be closed to general use. Students can practice
basic 'contral and maneuverability along (with parallel, parking and garage skills. .

Traffic mix facility. Students can praCtice maneuvers in intersections, merging, exit-
ing, lane changing, and passing. The minimum size bf itich a facility should be 200
X 400 feet. The facility torovides basic skill development along with the traffic mix or
interaction. -

(P, Advanced driver education faCility. This facility pan supply the added experiences of
advanced witertises, such as, ofkoad reCoversi; blowout iimulation, and 'skiddi4..
The facility/must be largby than 200 400 feet to permit speeds .netessary for the
advanced driving skills maneuvers



The multiple-car facility can z4so be used for special programs with such groups as law
enforcement personnel, schol bus drivers, truck drivers, and others. If such special
progrants are desired, be sure\ to check *with the istOe's _traffic safety center personnef,
supewisors of driver and traffic safety education, and other qualIfiei persons or agenties,
There may be specific regulati9ns that should be considered.

Planners rnust clearly identify their basic instructional goals, explure the various alternatives
available, decide on the size and design of a facility, and design the plan" that will best meet
the objectives of the twill program.

Cost Corisiderations
There ii5e three major expenditures in the development of the multiple-car facility:

Land acquisition
Construction

4
Operating cost

The purchase of land represents a st..thstantial initial expenditure.. Some schools have
prorated land and .construction costs over a period of years. Some schools have used an
existing paved area which can be adapted to a multiple-car facility.

Investigate the possibility of
t state and federal assistance for planning and financing

multiple-car facilities.

The planning of a dual purpose facility can help to encourage community funding. Be sure -

to consider the potential local business and industry support, professional and service club
interest, and donations from individual citizens, parents, or the public at large. SuppOrt can.
come in the form of financial contributions, and donations of land, labor, and materials.

eV
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Tips for .Successful Ingration
Position yourself so that vou can observt the entire facility at any olven point, and titre.
Also, be 5ure 9ou can move freely and quickly to any area where needed.

The following suggestions may help to, reduce acddentpotentiak

1. Review range ruli; be sure they are reasonable and clearly'understood.

2. Reinfoice the fact that the infraction of any rules will lead to instant removal from .

the range; repeated infraction will lead to removal fiom the program.

3. Use simple, direct commands based on mutually understood key wosds.

4: Preface coMmands with "all cars" or "car mimbers ."

5. Teach stilderits gpecial'ciefensil driving tips.

6.. Use constrIve criticism and positiiie reinforcement.

7. Make 'Special arrangements for students whi) seem to perform safely in the typical
multiple-car instructional prograni.

It is difficult to justify the scheduling of more than two students per vehicle on the
multiple-car facility. When two students are assigned per vehicle', nondriving students can
assume an active role as a student aide.

Oct
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Lesson Layout
Each lesson in the multiple-car range contains:

--9

Objective

Supplemental Student Activities
Teacher Performances

. Student Handouts 5

Lessons are organized to build on the skills acquired in the previous lessons. There should
be a quick review' of the previous lesson, a lesson briefing, predriving adjustments, and
instructor directions or procedures. Students should drive through the -exercise and be
evaluated at each lesson.

Student handouts can be used for several purposes. Students can review steps for the
coming lesson so that they will clearly understand what is expected. Handout's' can be used
as an evaluatiim tool either by the instructor, another student, or as a self evaluation tool by
the students themselves. (How they are used will depend on the instructor's intent.)

The following is an outline of the lessons contained in this unit. The content of each lesson
is briefly listed.

LESSON I: Orientation

A. List rules, enforcement, and noncompliance consequences.

B. Explain range layout.

C. Explain range prdcedures.

D. Explain and demonstrate*range communication.

E. Identify and demonstrate the use of equipment:

F. Make range assignments.

.LESSON II: Bdsic MdlieuvetS

A. -Predriving activities and checks

B. Putting car in motion°

\ 1. Start
\ 2. Moving forward

3. Stop

C. Moving backward
L.

5Student handouts are adapted from handouts used in the Sandu5ky. Ohio High School driver education program (Witt; pt-rmissikin
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D. Turns

1. Review of previous range lesson
2. Left turn*
3. iii§ht tun s

E. Secuting the vehicle

LESSON III: 'Interacting with Traffic

A. Review of Lessorml and 11

B. Two-way traffic

C. Intersections and the "X" exercise

LESSCN IV: Blending in Traffic

A. Lane changes

B. Expressways, merging, exiting, maneuvers

LESSON V: Passing

LESSON VI: Turning Around

A. Y or 3-point turn

B. U-turn

LESSON VII: Parking and Maneuverability Test

A. Angle parking

B. Parallel parking

C. Maneuverability (Ohio Driving TeFt)

LESSON VIIi: Review and Evaluation

Teachers should adjust the sequence depending L.01 th.2 size and capabilities of the range,
number of students, and availability of vehicles.

e
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LESSON E Orientition

Task
To become familiar with the driv ng range.

Objective
Students will:

1. List the rulei of the range:

2. Identify the consequences of not following the rules.

3. Describe the layout of the range, communication methods, and other equipment.

4. Recite their car assignment.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. List the following rules of the range.

A.

B.

C.

Enter the car only upon signal
from the instructor.

Recite the number of the car be..
ing driven.

Do not adjust the radio; it is to be
used only for communication
with the instructor.

D. Do.not start or move the car until
directed to do so by the in-
structor.

E. Ask for further clarification if an
exercise is not clearly understood.

F. Make correct visual checks prior
to moving the vehicle.

G. Obey all traffic control devices.

H. Maintain a speed of 15 mph until
changed by the instructor.

Prepare a list of rules for each student.
Discuss the rationale behind the rules.

Emphasize the consequences if the stu-
dents do not follow rules.

139
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

_ When following anothei
main at least three car
behind the car ahead.

1

J. When driving keep your eycls or?,
the road; do not look, at the in-
structor or radio.

! K. Park as instructed.

eimthe importmc of a iaf following
distance.

L. Pay attention to the instructor Discuss the importance of waiting and
and do only as instructed. listening.i Use a listening exercise to

illustrate the importance of keeping alert.
M. Do not eat or drink while

N. Keep both hands on the steering
wheel.

O. Observe the props starting pro-
cedures on the range.

P. Be alert. If the car in front stops
yoU stop.

Q.

R.

T.

U.

Confine your driving to exercises
that have been planned for that
class period.

Use directional signals on all
turns.

Watch the dashboard gauges and
warning light. Notify the instructor
when the gas gauge reads less
than 1/4 full of gas.

When confused, go through stop-
ping and securing procedure.
Consult with the instructor. Do
not leave the car unless told to
do so by the insyuctor.

Student misconduct can result in
immediate expulsion from class.

132
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

If two or more students are in a
car, observg the following:

1. Do not change drivers unless
told to do so by the instructor.

2. Avoid talking. You may not
hear the instructions.

3. If there is a potential collision,
apply the brake. Do not wait
for instructions.

W. Return all keys and communica-
tion devices to the proper location
and have them checked by the
instructor before leaving class.

2. Describe the range to be used for
class.

3. Describe the communication methods
and other equipment,that will be used.

Use transparencies of the range and
explain the various special areas.

Discuss the method of communication
that will be used.

Explain other equipment that will be used
and the reason for it.

.111
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LESSON I STUDENT HANDOUT

Range Rules and Regulations

1. Any willful disregard of range rules will result in the Iossi of your driving turn or dismissa
from class or the course.

2. Prepare Ourself well; read assigned materials thoroughly; learn the fundamentals; give
full attention and effort to the task.

3. Enter cars only upon signal from the range teacher.

4. Know the number of the car you are driving.

5. Do not adjust the car radio; it is to be used only for communication with the instructor.

6. No student will start or move the car until directed by the range teacher.

7. When ah exercise is not clearly understood, ask for further clarification.

8. Make proper visual checks prior to moving ,your- vehicle.

9. Obey all traffic control devices.

10. The speed limit on the range is a maximum of -15 mph until changed by the 'instructor.

11, When following another car, remain at least three car lengths behind.
4.

12. No smoking, drinking or eating.

13. When driving keep your eyes on the road. Do not look at the instructor or the radio.

14. At the close of the period, park as instructed.

15. You are entrusted with the car and operation of a very expensive piece of equipment.

16. Be alert. If the car in front stops, you stOp.

17. If the car is not running properry, inform the instructor.

18. Stay out of tile roadway while walking to and from the range.

19. If two or more students are in a car, observe the following: (A) Do not change drivers
unless told to do so by the instructor. (B) Avoid talking. You may not hear the
instructor.

20. All keys and communication devices must be returned, to the proper location and
checked by the instructor before pupils are dismissed.

r. r
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LESSON IL Basic Maiieuvers

Task
To practice predriving procedures, putting the car iniicotion, stopping, braking, turn-
ing, and securing the car.

Objective

Students will:

1. Demonstrate correct predriving procedures, starting, and stopping the car.

2. Demonstrate aking, backing, tuming: and)securigg the car.

Supplemental Stud t Activities Teacher Performances

1 Demonstrate the correct predriving Review the diagram of the rAnge layout.
procedures.

A. Unlock the door. S

C4eck to be sure that students know their
car number.

B. Enter the car safely.

C. Put the proper key in the ignition.

- D. Adjust the seat.

E. Ad ust the headrest.

F. Adjust the mirrors. Discuss the various exercises and ma:
neuvers which will be performed on the

G. Adjust ventilation. range.

H. Fasten seat belt and b:loolder
harness.

Turn the key to the "on" position
and prepare to receive instructions
via the radio.

2. Perform smooth starting and stopping
of the,vehicle at the Commands of the
instructor according to the following
procedures.

A. Shift to "park" gear.

Review the predriving procedures.

Give instruction to start the cars.



Supplepental Student Activities. Teacher Performances

B. Turn the key to the start positions
and release'.

C. Touch the acceltrato! lightly.

D: -Check the instrument panel, for
red lights.

E. Place thelgright foot on the brake
pedal.

4

F. Shift to "driire gear.

G. Check the traffic.

H. Release the park and foot brake.

I. 'Let the car ease forward by
. touching the accelerator pedal

lightly.

J. Press slowly but firmly on the
brake to come to a complete stop.

3. Demonstrate the proper procedure
for straight backing.

A. Check around the car bet-tire
backing.

B. Check to be sure the car is in
, reverse.

C. Look where you are backing..

1. When backing straight look
over the right shoulder and
out rear window.

2. When backing left, look over
the left shoulder and out the
left window.

36.

Have the students begin one car at a time,
Moving (upon command) slowly down
the range, starting and stopping at cettain
intervals.

Walk the students through the procedwe
for backing.

Explain and --itlemonstrate the steering
methods involved in backing.

Present the steps for backing.



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

3. When backing *Pt, look over
\ the right shoulder and out the
\ tight rear window.

4. \Occasionally check all around.

D. Back the car very slowly; use gas
only if the. car does not move..

E. Straighten the wheels before and
after backing.

'
F. When instructed, stop in a smooth

and safe manner.

4. Demonstrate correct turns, using the
hand-over-hand prbcedure.

A. Check the traffic.

B. Be in the proper-lane:

C. Signal.

D. Reduce speed to a maximum of
10 mph.

E. Check traffic again.

F. Turn into tha proper lane.

G. Use the hand-over-hand proce-
dure.

H. Avelerate when about half way
through the turn.

Reinforce the importance of ititening to
the instruction and performing the actir

Gi commands to help students drive
around the range.

Example:
)-

A. prive to the corner.

B. Turn to the left (or right) using the
hand-over-hand procedure.

C. Straighten the w eels using the
hand-over-hand pro dure.

D. Follow the car ahead; .be sure to
stay at least three car lengths behind
the car in front.

ke

Set up- and explain the figure eight and
weaving exercises. Talk students through
the exercises.



Supplemental Student etctivities
0111010111111

Teacher Pirformances

_

5. Secure the veh cle and sit fely, teave
the range area.

A. Place the right foot on the brake.

B. Bring the vehicle to a complete
stop.

C. Shift to "park" gear.

D. Turh the keY to the lock position.

E. §et thre park brake.

F. Remove the key from the ignition.'

G. Remove the s'eat belt.

H. Check around the car.

I. Open the door and leave the car .

safely.

J. Put the key in, the proper place
, on the board.

a

138

_

-Review hand-over-hand procedure.

Instruct students on how and when to
secure cars:

6

11M1.

tab.



Yes

..1.1,

4

4,

LESSON II CHECK LIST AI1D STUDENT HANDOUT

Basic Maneuve0

Preariving Activitie

t.

1. Unlock the door.
t.

2. Enter the car safely.

3. Ptit the oroper key in the ignition.

4. Adju-st the 'seat.

5._ Adjust the headrest.

6: Adjust the mirrors.

7. Adjust the ventilation.

8. Fasten the seatbelt and shoulder harness.
01

Putting Cars in Motion: Start

1. Turn the key to the "on" position.

2. Shift to "park."

3. Turn the key to the start position and release.

4. Touch the accelerator lightly.

5. Check the instrtiment panel.

6. Place Our foot on tho brake pedal.

7. Shift to "drive" gear.

8. Check the traffic.

(Flage 1 of 2)

9. Release the park and foot brake.

10. Let car ease fOrward by touching the accelerator pedal lightly.
-

'Stop \
.\

1. Be in the proper lane.

2. Checfi th.,tvaffic.

3. Signal.

139

00



Yes No

11..1. wa,eme

en.1.61.111.1111T

Release the acceleiator.

5. Brake to a smooth stop.

Securing the Car.

1. Shift to "yarli" gear..

a, (Page 2 oi 2)

2. Put the parking brake "on."

3. Turn off the ignition.

(4. Remove the key.

TOTAL

6

\

140

a

NW

4



q

LESSON ll CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HAN64pU11
tq.

I. Check around the car before bicking.

2. Check to be scire the'car is hi reverse.

3. &eking. straight, look over the right "slrulder and out the rear
. window.

4, Backing left, look over the left shoulder and out the left window.

5. BaclZing right, look over the right shoulder and out the- righi rear
windoW. Right hand.on back of seat, left hand on top of- steering
wheel.

qr

6. Occasionally cheek all around:
A

7. Back the car slowly. -

8, Straighten the Wheels before and after backirg.

TOTAL

19
141

sr,

,



LESSON.11 cHEcK LIST MD StOPENT HANDOUT

VAIF Farrtiliarizapon: Moving t4.!a Car Forward and Stopping
' Ntailin4.-thi Car Reverie

Yes No

1. Start ,the cars.

41111144....4.4...1.4014....41111141,

2. 13,egin one car at a time. Upon command, move Slowly to the first
acone and stop smoothly.

3. Again on command, move the cars one at a time slowly forward to
.the second cone and stop.

4. Note: Move only on command.

5. Shift to reverse.
as

6. Back straight to first cone (one at h time. upon command from the
instructor) ,

7, in on command, move cars:one at a time sl6wly backward to
.thg start position. Stop.

8. Wait ffir futthd instruction.

TOTAL

142'

a

g

f
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LESSON 111 Interacting with Traffic

Task
To develc;p the skills necessary tn interact safelin1hitrff1cmiL

Objective

Students will:

1. Make turns in traffic.

2. Obey all traffic signs and yield laws.

3. Act appropriately in the traffic mix.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Make turns correctly in two-way traf-
"tic.

Obey, all traffic markings, signs and
regulations. Approach stop, yield,
and railroad signs, following the
proper procedure at each.

3. Demonstrate correct basic skills by
driving in the right hand lane and
keeping a safe following distance.

4 Properly perform exercises as
structed.

Review the correct procedure for right and
left turns.

Review proper stopping at a stop sign,
stop line, crosswalk, or before intersec-
tions. Also review yield and failroad sign
procedures.

Instruct student to perform basic drivinig
skills.

in- Explain and demonstrate the "X" exercise.

143



Yes No

LESSON III CHECk LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

The 'V Exercise

1. Check traffic and signal intent to stop.

2. Stop smoothly and within six inches from cone A.

3. Back smoothly into the correct lane and stop with the back bumper
within 12 inches of cone B.

4. Stay off the yellow line .

5. Drive through the intersection.

TOTAL

144

1 52,



410

LESSOI4 III CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Yes No

<

Turns

4

1. Check the traffic.

2. Be in the proper lane.

3. Signal.

4. Reduce speed (maximum 10 mph).

5. Check the traffic.

6. Turn into the proper lane.

7. Use hand-over-hand technique.

8. Maintain a following distance of at least four car lengths from the
car ahead of.y94.

9. When the car in front of you stops, you stop.

10. When you are halfway through the turn, accelerate.

TOTAL 153
*"

.

. .

145



LESSON IV: Blending in Traffic

Task
_

To learn when and how o change lanes and enter and leave contrólléd ccess h
ways.

Objective

Students will:

1. Demonstrate vehicle control.

2. Perform proper and saie lane changes.

3 Merge into traffic safely.

Supplemental Studen Activities Teacher Performances

1. Follow instructions and make appro-
priate lane changes according to these
steps.

.A. Give the appropriate signal.

B. Check rear and side view mirrors.

C. Check traffic in front and behind
in the lane in which you intend to
turn.

D.

E.

Check blind spots.

Turn the steering wheel slightly in
the direction in which you intend
to turn; then, move smoothly into
the appropriate lane.

F. Turn off signal.

G. Be alert for hazardouS driving
situations.

2. Perform the deceleration maneuver
following these, steps:

A. Give the signal before entering.

B. Check mirrors.

Prepare a list of procedures for students to
have prior to and during the exercises.

Walk the students through a lane change
maneuver.

Emphasize the importance of keeping
speed up so that you do not lose the
space for your lane change.

Demonstrate the maneuver for the stu-
dents.

Talk the students through the steps on
their first attempt.



Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

Check blind spots.

D. Make the turn into the decelera-
tion lane, then reduce speed. 4

fiav -another In-gra:to lead students
through the first attempt.

E. Continue driving and blend with Emphasize that speed reduction occurs
traffic. only after moving to the deceleration lane.

. F. Adjust speed to blend with traffic.

3. Use the acceleration lane to enter the
traffic flow following these steps:

A. Signal.

B. Check traffic.

C. Check mirrors.

D. Click blind spots.

E. Judge the speed -of oncoming
traffic and adjust your speed so
that you can entdiwithout creating
a hazardous condition.

F. Continue well into the accelera-
tion lane.

G. Move smoothly into the correct
lane.

H. Turn signal off.

1. Adjust speed and look for new
hazards.

4. Blend smoothly with traffic.

Emphasize the importance of adjusting
speed to the flow of traffic.

Have this maneuver demonstrated for the
students.

14-7155



Yes No

'LESSON IV CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Lane Change (Right-Left) .

Right

I

/
11

t

Left

1. Check traffic.

2. Give the appropriate signal.

.3. Check traffic.

4. Check blind,spots.

5. , Turn the steering..tvheel slightly in the direction of turn.

6. Steer into the lane.

7. Turn off the signal.
1 56

TOTAL -

148



LESSON IV CHECK liST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Entering Freeway

4111111m fMMIN. 001. 4.011111! 1,4 OOMMII 40.111MI, OPONNO MIRM. 11111110 OMNI. MOM! MEMO

Yes No

*Acceleration

1. Check traffic.

2. Signal.

3. Check traffic.

4. Check blind spot.

foo44. ED

5. Judge the speed of oncóming traffic and adjust your speed so wou
can enter without bkoming a hazard.

6: Continue well into the acceleration lane and then blend with traffic.

7. Move smoothly into the correct lane.

8. Turn signal off.

9. Adjust speed and look for new hazards.

10. Blend imo.othlY with iraffic.

TOTAL
4.

149



LESSON IV CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Exiting Freeway :

a

11 101116=1. 4111Ile 4111041 ..111 111411 04.0/0 =moat.

Yes No

Deceleration

1 Check traffic..

2. Give signal.

.3. Check minors:

4. Check blind spot.

5. Make turn into deceleration lane then slow.

6; Continue driving mid blend with traffic.

TOTAL

150

158

rio

z



LESSON V: Passing
Task

To develop the skills necessary to pass safely in appropriate situations.

Objective

Students will:

1. Demonstrate proper procedure for safe passing on a one-way street.

2. Demonstrate proper procedure for safe passing on a two-way road with passing
zones ind" oncoming traffic.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Demonstrate the proper procedure
for initiating safe passing according to
the following steps.

A. Establish safe following distance
until passing is safe.

B. Check for passing zones and
passing signS.

C. Check the distance ahead. to sp t
oncoming traffic in the left lan'e

D. Turn on the directional signal.

E. Check blind spot.

F. Accelerate smoothly into the left
lane.

G. Build speed higher than the car
you are passing.

Prepare a list of the proper procedures for
passing and give it to students prior to the
lesson.

Demonstrate the proper passing proce-
dure.

Have students perform passing 'steps first
on a one-way street and then on a
two-way road.

Suggestion: Ask two other instructors .to
drive slowly arouncithe range in opposite
directions. Three student cars can ,follow
ip one direction. Three other students can
follow in the opposite direction. Students
will be instructed to pass these cars using
proper procedure.

4.6

151



Supplemental Student Acttvittes Teacher Performances

Cheek trliffic ahea

1: Tap the horn,

. 2. Demonstrate the proper procedure
for completing the safe passing ma-
neuver according to the following
steps:

A. Turn on the right signal.

B. Sfay in the passing lane until the
vehicle being pasSed is seen in
your inside mirror.

C. Check the right blind spot.

D. Return to the right lane.

E.

77:

Turn off the signal; resume safe Visually evaluate students-by checking for
speed. , the skills used to complete the maneuver

successfully.

152 16 0
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LESSON V CHECK LIST AM; STUDENT HANDOUT

Passing,

Yes No

1. Maintain safe-following distance until passing is safe-.

2. Check for passing zo.ns and passing signs.

3. Check the distance ahead for oncoming traffic in the left lane.

4. Turn on the dirdctional signal

5. Cheat blind spots.

IS, Accelerate into the leftlane.

7. Build speed higher than the car' you are passing.

8. Check traffic ahead.

9. Tap the horn.

153

(Page I of 2)



10..Turn on,tigbt signal.
-

1:-StaV in lieissing lane unti veh cle be ng passed is seen in your ins de
. mirror.

12. Check`the right bli.nd spo;'.

13. Return t9 the.right lane.

. :14. Turn Off the_ signal; resume safe speed.

TOTAL

154

C."



LESSON VI: Tuming Around

Task

To develop the kill necessary to make and U-turns.
, -2.

Objective

Sttidents

1. Demonstrate proper procedure for Y- and U-turns.

2. Make adequate traffic cfiecks when turning around.

Supplemental 'Siudent Activities Teacher PerfoirnancST

1. Demonstrate the following procedures
(or. making a Y-turn:

4ww

A. Check traffic to determine if safe

B.

C.

to stop.

Signal for stop.

Position car near right edge of
roadway and stop:

giP Check traffic conditions.

E. Signal for a left turri.

F. Check' blind spots.
tee

G. When safe, move slOwly forward;
make a full left turn.

H. When approximately 18 inches
from the curb, make a full right
turn and stop before touching the
curb;

Shift 'to reverse and ,back to a
point approximately 18 inches

:from the rear curb.

Prepare and hand 'out tci students a list of
proper steps for making Y- and U-turns.

Demonstrate making a Y-tion,

tf.

e

a.



+ y - ^

.

Supplemental Student Activities

rc.f J. Turn the steering wheel sharply
left and stop before touching the
curb.

4,

. K. Shift io drive.

L. Check the traftic ind enter the
proper lane.

2. Demonstrate-the following procedure
for making U-turns.

Teacher Performances

*Ma

A. Change to the left lane or lane Den.onstrate making a U-turn.
neafest the center of the roadway.

B. Give the left turn signal.

C. Proceed only when traffic control
devices permit.

D. Check the intersection to see if it
is .clear.

E. Move slowly forward turning fay
to the left. a

F. Unwind the steering whed: move
into the proper lane and adjust
speed to traffic conditions.

156

Evaluate students bytNtisually checking for
their ability to successfully complete the
turn.

. ".

t. e

1



Ves No

"h.

LESSON Vi CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Y-Tums

1 Check traffic to deterrnine if it is safe to stop.

2. Signal for a stop.

3. Position the car near the right edge of roadway and stop.

4. Check traffic conditions.

5. Signal for a left turn.

6 Check blind spots.

7. When safe, mow slowly forward, turning full left.

8. .When approximately 18 inches from the curb, turn full right and
stop before touching curb.

9. Shift to reverse and back to a point approximately 18 inches from
the rear curb.

10. Turn the steering wheel sharply Lt and stop before touching the
curb.

11. Shift to .drive.

12 Check traffic and enter proper lane,

TOTAL

157



Yes

LESSON VI 'CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

U-Turns

1. Check to be sure U-turns are not prohibited.

2. Execute proper lane change to left lane or lane nearest the center of
the roadway.

3. Give the left turn signal.

4. Proceed only when traffic control devices permit.

5. Check the intersection to see if it is clear.

6. Move slowly forward turning full left.

7. Unwind the steering wheeF; move into the proper lane and adjust
speed to traffic conditions.

TOTAL

158



LESSON VII Parking and Maneuverability Test

Task
To practice angle parking, parallel parking, big parking, and the maneuverability test.

Objective

Students will:

1. Demonstrate proper steps for angle and parallel parking and leaving parking
space.

2. Demonstrate proper steps for hill parking.

3. Demonstrate the Ohio maneuverability test.

Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

1. Demonstrate the following steps for Prepare handouts for angle and parallel
angle parking: parking.

A. Be in the proper lane.

B. Check traffic.

C. Reduce speed.

D. Stay as far away from parked cars
as possible without going into the
other lane of traffic.

E. When the front bumper is even
with the first line, turn toward the
curb.

Demonstrate the steps for angle parking.

F. Creep forward, centering the car Identify the critical points that students
into the space. should, check.

G. Stop when the front wheels touch
the curb.

2. Leaving the parking space:

A. Move the selector to "reverse."

B. Signal.

67
159



Supplemental Student Activities

C. Creep straight faack until you can
see traffic.

D. Stop and check traffic.

E. When clear, continue backing;
turn wheels sharply toward the
curb.

F. Back into the proper lane.

G. Move forward.

3. Demonstrate the following steps for
parallel parking:

A. Approach the parking space in
correct lane.

Maintain a slow speed.

C. Give the appropriate stop signal.

D. Brake.

E. Stop two feet away and parallel
to.the other car with your back
bumpers even .

F. Shift to "reverse- and check traffic.

G. Back slowly. turning wheels to
full right.

H. When the car is at a 450 angle to
the curb, quickly straighten the
wheels and continue backing.

I.' When the front bumper of your
car is even with the rear bumper
of the other car, turn sharply to
the left. .

J. Stop before touching the rear car.

K. Sh.ft to "drive-.

160

Teacher,Performancls

Rernthithe_students to check for traffic._

Have a student demonstrate these steps.
Point out the specific spots where the
student needs to be extra careful.

Make sure students understand what is
meant by a 450 angle. Ask them to
explain.



. . .... . .

Supplemental Student Activities

%ow

L. -'Move fohvard slowly,--staighten
wheels, and center the car.

M. If leaving the car, follow the prop-
er procedure for securing the car.

4. Leaving the parking space:

A. Shift to "reverSe" and release the
parking brake; back slowly.

B. At a point aloproximately one foot
from the parked car behind, stop;
turn the steering wheel sharply
left.

C. Shift to "drive."

D. Signal.

E. C4ack traffic over the left shoUl-
der:'

F. When safe, slowly move forward
into the nearest lane while check-
ing the clearance of the right front
fender.

G. Give a headcheck over the right
shoulder to check clearance of the
parked car.

H. Center vehicle in the lane.

5. Demonstrate the maneuverability test

A. Start at point A.

B. Drive fbrward through the box
formed by the cones.

"-
C. Do not touch any cones or stop

at -midblock

D. Drive to the right or left of cone B
as instructed.

Teacher Performances

Stress the iffiportance of traffic checks and
signaling.

DiscusF the diagram on the handout.

Stress that touching a cone means losing
points on the test.

I
161
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Supplemental Student Activities Teacher Performances

-E -After 0u-steer past the cone,
quickly straighten the wheels so
the car is again pointing straight
aheadthat is,. so that the sides
of the car are parallel with the
sides of the box, as they were
when you drove through it.

F. When the rear bumper of your
car is.even with cone 13, you must
come to a full stop. Your car must
be pointing straight ahead, par-
allel with the sides of the box.

G. You will be told to back up into
the box formed by the cones.
Follow the same steps taken in
the first part, but this time in
reverse.

H. As you back past cone13. quickly
straighten your car so you can
continue backing without touch-
ing any of the cones or stopping
in rnid-course to check or adjust
your poSition.

I. When the' front bumper of your
car, is even with the cones you
started at, you must come to a
full stop.

162

Streis that stopping at an angle means
loss of ten points. Also, stress that
stopping with more than 12 inches in front
of or behind the cones results in loss of
five points.

Point out that stopping in mid-course
means loss of five points.



LESSON VII CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Angle Parking

Yes No

.1.1 .M1110 MIIPM116 .1=1 111100.101. rimININ

Entering

1. Be in proper lane. -

2. Check traffic.

3. Reduce speed.
.

4. Stay as far away. from parked cars as possible without going info
other lane of traffic.

5. When th-e front bumper is even with the'first line (extended). turn
toward curb...

6. Creep forward, centering, the car in the space.

7. Stop when the front tk;heeis touch the curb.

Leaving

1. Move gear selector.to "reverse.

2. Signal.

3. Creep straight back until you can s e traffic.

4. Stop and check,traffic.

5. When clear, continue backing, turn wheas sharply toward the curb.

6. Back into the proper lane.

7. Move forward.

TOTAL I
163



LESSQN.VII CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Parallel Parking

Parallel parking (Right Side'? f Street).

1. Approach parkirig space in correct lane.

2. Slow speed.

3. Give appropriate
stop signal.

4. Brake appropriately.

(Pag. e 1 of 2)

I 0

C-1
NEM. ROMP. .101.a. 4111111.0 OM! VPIIM

5. Stop two feet away and parallel to the other car with your back
bumpers even.

6. Shift to "reverse," check traffic. .

7. Back slowly, turning wheels to full right.

g. When car is at a 35°-45° angle to curb, quickly straighten wheel, to
center steer and continue backing.,

9. When the front bumper of -your car is even with the rear bumper of
the other car, turn sharply to the left.

10. Stop before touching rear car,.

11. Shift to -drive."

12. Move forward slowly, straighten Wheels, and center car.

.

13. If leaving automobile, follbw proper procedures for securing the car.

tOTAL

Leaving Parking Space

1. Shift to "rev.erse,".release parking brake, and back slowly.,

2. -At a point approximately otie foot' from the parked t ar be4iind, turn
the steering wheel sharp left

164
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v

3. Shift' to "drive."

4. Signal.

5. -Check traffic over left'shoulcler.

6. When safe, move forward slowly into Dearest lane, ahile checking
clearance of right front fender.

'(Page 2 of 2)

7. Make headcheck over right shouldet to. check% clearance of parked
car.

TOTAL

165

0



LESSON VIII CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT

Maneuverability Test 6

Purpose: The maneuverability test is designed to measure a driver's ability to handle his or
her vehicle in tight spaces. To pass the test you must demonstrate practical skitls needed in
everyday driving situationssuch as starting; stopping, steeririg around obstacles, changing
lanes, and backing. You must also show that you can judge distances accurately.

Yes

STO

STOP-1

B
START

1. Start .at point A.

2. Drive forward through the box fofrn.ed by the cones.

3. Do not touch any cones or stop in midblock,

4. Drive to the right or left of cone B. -

5. After you steer past the Cone quickly straighten wheels so your car
is again pointing straight aheadthat is, so that the sides of your
car are parallel with the sides of the box, as they were when you
drove through it. '

6. When, the rear.bumper of your car is even with cone B, you must
come to a full stop. Your car must he pointing straight ahead, par-
allel with the sides of the box.

TOTAL

6Diagrams arid steps adapted from Henry J Borchers, Gract# A Gwent, Vocational Center, Dayton, Ohio (With perniii.sionl

166



Yes No

.,e

Cl
START

STOP

(Page 2 of

7. You will be told to back up into the box formed by the cones. Fol-
low the same course you covered in the first partbut this time in

4reverte:"

8. As you back up past cone 13, quickly straighten your c4r so you can
continue backing without tl,ing-any of the cones or stopping in
mid-course to cheat or adge your position.

9. When the front buwer Of your car is even with the cones you start-
ed at. you ,must come to a full stop. That completes the test.

TOTAL

Hint on Maneuverability Test Scoring:
You must score 75 percentLor higher on the maneuverability test to pass. Points will be
deducted from a perfect score of WO as follows:

Touching a cone (five points off each time).

Stopping in mid-course to check or' adjust your car's position (five points off each
time)

Making the stop with the rear bumper of your car more than 12 inches in front of or
behind cone,B (fiye points off).

Making the stop with your da.r.at an angle to the coursethat is with the sides of
,ur car not parallel with the sides of the box (ten points off).

Making the final stop with the front bumper of your.car more than 12 inches in front
of or behind the cones you started at (five points off).
Knocking over a cone, running over the 'Curb, or other dangerous actions (2(

points off autoMatic failing grade).



LESS6N VII CHECK LIST AND STUDENT HANDOUT .

Weaving '

Yes `No

,s

r

1. Start at X. drive to the right of D.

.2. Drive left Of C.

3. Drive right of E.

11

4. Align the car so that the car is directly at right angles with A and the
front bumper is six inches less froin object A.

5. Back the car, passing to the left of E.

6, Drive right of C. /

7. Drue left of D.

S. Align the ear so that the back bumper is 12 inches or less from ob-
ject B.

9. Maintain a speed limit of 5 mph.

10. Use the hand-over-hand steering technique.

TOTAL

4.

168
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. LtSON VIE Review and Evaluation

Task I
1.5 demonstrate safe and efficient control of a motor vehicle.

at*

ObjActive

Students will perform air proCedures learned on the range safely and efficiently
as they drive the vvhicie through a variety of situations.

Supplemental Student ACtivities Teacher Performances

1. Perform the variety of drk..iing tasks
on the range as instructed.

2. Demonstrate proper predriving pro-
cedures, securing the car, turns, traffic
conflicts, blocking', merging, and
passing procedures.

169

Choose a variety of exercises, for thq
students to perform.

Note: The choice of exercises may c6me
from the suppleMentary actititities.

Evaluate students by visual observation.
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(Page 1 of 7)

Supplementary Activities
Supplement A: Stopping Backing

vit

Yes No

120'

Start with Car in Potion X and drive to A. Stop with car perpen
dicular to A and fiont bumper not more than 6 inches from object
A

2 Back car on a straight line from A to B. Stop the car perpendicular
to B so that the back bumper is 12 inches or less from object B.

TOTAL

17.1



Supplement B: Driving on Line

Yes No

1 Position left front tire on line and travel length of.the street.

2. Go Slowly but keep car in motion.

Keep left rear tire on line and back up to the end of the street.

4. Repeat above steps with right tires on the line.

TOTAL

172

(Page 2 of 7)
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Supplement C: Angle Parking

Observe traffic conditions ahead.

2. Signal properly.

3. ,Be sure car is about five feet away from adjacent parked cars.

4. Turn sharply to the right, enter slowly and center the car in the stall
with the front bumper about even with the end of the stall.

5. When backing out of space. observe in all dirktons, move slowly.
steer properly so as to follow the path similar to that made when
entering the Parking stall.

TOTAL

173

19j
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Supplement D: Offset

Yes No

1 Drive no faster than 5 mph but keep the car in motion.

2. ,Drive forward through the guidelines and_markers without touching
the lines.

3. Keep the rear wheel near the marker the cal- is going around. Do
not over steer the car.

4. When traveling forward, the pivot point of the car is the middle of
the rear door. When backing, the pivot point is the middle of the
rear wheel.

5. When skill has been developed, the driver ma9 back through this
maneuver.

TOTAL

174

c

c



Supplement E: Garage Exercise

(Page 5 of 7)

1 Signal.

2. Check traffic.

Turn into driveway.

4. Creep forward, turning into right .side of garage, centering caY on
flag.

5. Stop when car is 12 inches from flag.

6. Shift to reverse.
v

7. Creep back, turning back into driveway.

8. Continue backing, then stop before entering street.

9. Chck traffic.

10. Back into nearest lane.

11. Move forward,

TOTAL
SW

1 S3



Supplement F: Lane Reduction'

Yes No

1. Check mirrors.

2. Signal right.

3. Head check right
(blind spot).

_ 4. Moye right
(drifting).

Blend with traffic.

6. Maintain speed
throughout
maneuver.

TOTAL

Si
176

(Page 6 of 7)

Yes N(

RIGHT LANE

1 Check mirrors,

2. Signal left.

3. Head check left
(blind spot).

4. Move left (drhing).

5. Blend with traffic.

6. Maintain speed
throuqhout
maneuver.

TOTAI
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Supplement G: figure Eight
4

No

1. Keep the sp7ed limit at 10 mph.

2. Signal.

3. Use hand-over-hand steering.

4. keep'the car 1;etween lines at all times making smooth movements.

5. Do the figtire 8 twice gq ng\forward,

t) When adeoli4te skill has been developed the driver may do he
above steps backing through the area.

TOTAL



Emergency Pnxedures

About Passing,
"When 'you are passing 'aTtarcarid you suddefily
decide you can't make it safely:
1. Reduce speed by decelerating and braking:
2. After vehicle you were trying to pass.is clear .

of your front bumper, pull back into originat
lane.

Brake failure
When' your brakes fail:
1, Pump brake rapidlyi
2. If time, shift to lower gear,
3. Apply parking brake gently enough not to

cause skid. Keep hand on brake release to
release in case of skid.

4. If necessary, pick spot to stop that will lessen',
force of impact of a collision,

Accel4rator Stuck
When your accelerator sticks:
I . If time. try to pull pedal up with toe of shoe
2 If not enough time or step I fails, turn of

ignition.
3 Full off traveled portion of roadway and se-

cure.vebicle .

4. An alternate to :step 3 is putting gear selector
to "N" or neutral, keeping in mind ghat an
overreving engine can tear itself to pieces'in
a short time.

Power Failure
When your engine die and you have loss of
power:
1. Keep in mind that you still have the ..101111V to

steer and brake. however, it is much harder
to awly the bra:es and turn the wheel.'

2 If time, turn on eri,ergency flashers
3 Pull off traveled porti::m of roadway and se

curt, vehicle

Skid Control
When car goes into skid
I Release accelerator .
2 Steer in direction of ski-1
3 As vehicle responds. cOunter-steer in opposite

direction until wheels area btr,.ight and car
continues in criginal path.

4. Be prepared to eorrect for second s.kid.

15'6

Off-Road },lecovery
When Wheels dyop off roadway and no conflicts
afe ahead!
1. Maintain directional control.
2. Reduce speed.
3. When safe, pull completely off traveled por-

tion of ioedWay.
4.. When traffic clears, pull back onto roadway.

When two-wheels drop off roadway and conflicts
are ahead:
I. Maintain diiectional control.
2. Center vehicle over curb. ,

3. Turn wheel 90 degrees (depending on vehi-
cle and speed) in direction of curb.

4. Its soon as You feel or hear front wheel hit
curb, you Must immediately steer back to

, maintain lane position.

When four-wheels drop off roadway and con-
flicts are ahad:
1 Maintain directional control
2. Move car 2-3 feet away from curb.
3. Turn wheel 90 degrees (depending on vehi-

cle and speed) in direction of curb.
4. As soon as you feel or hear the second front

tire hit curb you must immediately steer back
to maintain lane position.'

Blow Out
When front:tire blows.
1. Mainta)n directional control
2 Ease ofr aCcelerator.
3, ,Brake gently.
4. When safe. Dull off n-avek,d portion of road

way and secure vehicle.

When a rear tire blows.
1 Mk,irintain direcrional ontrol (Be alert to a

2.. Ease off accelerator.
3 Brake gently
4. When safe, pull off traveled port fin of road-

way and secure vehicle

4

a

a
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Range Make-Up,and Equipment
Range Make-Up

Oval Qr Various Turning Ratio

Intersections

Figure Eight

Angle Parking
Double Garage
Y Turn Area
X Or T Exercise
Parallel Parking
Various Road Surfaces
Hill
Railroad
'One Way Streets (right and left)
'Freeway Ramp
Various Lines for Lane Control

Various Control Devices
Curbing

to Ten Vehicles
Central Storage for Keys
Traffic Signals
Communication Devices
Stanchions
Numbered Signs,for"Cars
Barricades
Traffic Cones
Traffic Flags
Lane Markings
Button Markers
Curbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Major Lanes 15'
Minor Lanes 12'
4 Way
.3 Way
Inside Radius 20'
Outside Radius 32'
10' X 20' (at least 3 spaces)
20' X 20'
30' X 60' ,r
15' Lanes'
61/2' X 25' (both sides of street)
Stone-Slag-Sand-Brick-Grass
Curb-No Curb

Appropriate Signs
100' Long
Solid White
Solid Yellow
Broken White .

Stop Sign-Yield Sign-Lane Control Sign
As Needed on Hill and*Parking Areas

kange EcNipinent

Signs
Stop
Yield Right of Way
One-Way
Right Turn Only_
Left Turn Only
Curve
Slow
Speed Limit (15 M.P.H.)
Hill
No Passing Zone
Crosswalk .

Railrold (warning-and crossbuck)

179



Range Plans
Illinois State University

Normal, Illinois

1S8
180



4.

, Michigan State University
Multiple-Car Off-Street Driving Range

e

190



X kssottlk State CAW
leCax
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.

;Florida State University.
Off-Street Multiple-Car Drivirig Range

.1.111=1. se A.M. .M.MIIR ./.1. Wm.= aMmiale 0.1141MII ON!
SID.4

^N-7".."

1

OMR

193



Proppsed Sotithwestern Ohip Safety Center

0

1841 94



s-

Warren G. Harding High. School
Multiple-Car'OffStreet Driving Ramie

..-Warten, Ohio

185
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to Follow in Case of ieanie Accideit

I. Obtair; the folOwing information about people In the car.

A. Namepilot
Address
Phone
Age
NameCo-pilot
Address
Phone
Age

B. Car number

C. hutructor

at-

U. Notify the school nurse and follow re'commended school accident procedure.

III. Notify the principal's office and controlling adipinistrative offices.

IV. Notify main office.

V. Call the insurance company and give complete information .con the accident.

VI. Notify your local daler.

VII. Get body estiniate and take to insurance company.

VIII. Commentrecord relatedc.data.

I.

1 96
_
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How io.crdinate the Phases Will classroom Instruction

MULTIMEDIA'

I. The Driving Task

11. Physical/
Psychological
Factors

III. Emotions

IV. Laws
V. Car Orientation

VI. Turns

VII. Driving in
Traffic

VIII. Highway and
E preisway

ving

IX . gacking and
Parking

X. Adverse
Conditions

Xl. Meeting an
Emergency

XIL Atcohol-and
Other Drugs

XIII Motorcycles

XIV.- Puying eind
Insuring

XV. 1144titural Lbws
XVII Responsibilit;

SIMULATION

II. Driving
Simulatorear
Orientation

IV, Turning°
Maneuvers

111.- Basic
_Maneuvers

V. 'Driving in
Traffic

VII. Highway
Driving

VI. Passing
VIII. Expressway

RANGE

I. Orientition

A '11)"-t 11czA 31 A
r r

1 1

17 4

10

5
-2

3 6 18

5

4 2 2

7

2
3

III. Making Left 3 6 2 & 3 3&9 3
and Right
Turns

11. Basic 2 & 3 5, 2 2
Maneuvers

V. Introductio- 4 7 & 8 3 7, 8 6
to Two-Way & 12
Traffic

IV. Blending in 6 9 5 13 5
Traffic

IX. Backing Vil.

X. Parkin6 árd
Turning

yl.. 7evirig under
Ad .7:4-se
Conditions

XII. Meeting ari
Emersvncy

Passing

Blending in
Traffic

Parking and
Maneuverability

I.

9 5 14 3
9 5 14 6

3 3

3 6 2 3 3

6 10 7 .15 6

9 -10 7 16 9

. 10 3 19 7

11 14 9 11 10

7 II& 8 III& 8
12 21

2 7 &4 4 2
1 1 7 7
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